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BAD MORNING FO R RUM

A N AGREEMENT AT LAST

Sells Floto Sea Elephant Nearly
Dr. C ornelius G reenw ay C onWrecks Building In Waterville

tin u es

3 Elise A llen C orner

His

F ascin atin g Two S urface Treated R o a d s W ill Be B uilt In W aldoboro, Sheriffs and State Police Seized N early 500 Cases In U nion

Colossus, the giant sea elephant,
S to ry A bout A u to g rap h s
and Friendship Yesterday
with the Sells-Floto Circus which is
One W ith Federal A id
playing here today, has a love for
"I have heard the word depression
fish. It was this fact that nearly
wrecked a fish house Tuesday in three times since I came i.rto this
Out of a problem involving the charges by the Governor and Council
The sheriff's department and State and in a barn on Clarry Hill, found
Waterville, in which city the circus room,” said Rev. Cornelius Greenway
that
each
was
blocking
construction
Police
co-operated yesterday morn- [ upward of 250 cases, also hard,
building
of
one
section
of
Federal
played.
The circus grounds are located
Brooklyn, addressing the Rock- highway No. 1 in the vicinity of W al of the road, a denial by the Governor ing in two of the largest liquor raids I Three truckloads of the stuff were
H
STUDIO
about a mile from the city. There is | land Lions Club yesterday. “You
of a Council statement that either ever made in this county.
brought to the strong room at the
j 43 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON, ME.
no water piped to the grounds and folks don’t know the meaning of the doboro yesterday came approval by section could be built, without addi
Court House.
A
truck
claimed
by
Mike
Ristino
E
TEL. 134
Victory belongs to the most ••• Colossus needs a change of water word; go to Brooklyn if you would Gcv. Gardiner and the Executive tional cost to the State, and an inti of Rockland was seized in Union, and
With this duty successfully accom
84-89
every
day
in
his
giant
tank.
So
his
persevering.—Napoleon.
—
•••
keepers decided to take tanks and all find out. I am not an alarm ist but Council of a compromise State High mation by the Chief Executive that yielded 120 cases of hard stuff. The plished the officers swung across the
Ka
to the Kennebec River, which is aboift I have never seen such bad conditions. way Commission plan to build two j some members of the Council were driver when he found the highway county and in a Friendship barn cap
a mile away, and change the water.
But meantime let us forget th is word sections.
playing politics with highway pro blocked by the officers cars, took to tured 75 cases of liquor. Earl WinEverything went fine until th e y ,
THE CITY THAT ONCE WAS THE
the woods, and at last accounts was capaw who was asleep in the house
arrived at the river. After the tanks ! depression and change our vocabuUnder this arrangement 9.007 miles jects.
MEADOW OF THE GODS
adjoining the barn was taken in
had been dipped into the water and lary. Why not reply in the old fash- of the highway will be built oyer a
The plan approved yesterday calls either still there or still running.
the doors opened, Colossus got the !
Ristino professed surprise when custody on the charge of illegal pos
EVERY SA T . NIG HT
One of the probable meanings ot scent of fish from a nearby fish house. [ ioned way and say that business is new location to the north of Waldo- | for construction of 9.007 miles of FedOslo, the capital of Norway is One Jump and he had started on the rotten.”
AT
boro with Federal aid amounting to eral highway No. 1 at Warren and told that the officers had his car. He session. He was being arraigned in
i "Meadow of the Gods", and its fine trail of that scent. Luckily he was I Dr. Greenway said th at he had $128,000 and the present road will be Waldoboro beginning at the end of said th at he had rented it to Port Municipal Court when this paper
C o m m u n ity Hall
ness and beauty today makes It by no stopped before he reached his d es-, never officiated at the funeral of so
reconstructed into the village from a , the present concrete road at Warren land parties who told him that their went to press.
means inapt to remember the inter
/
S p ru ce H ead
otherwise the building and many SUiCide victims—men who could point where It will join the new sec !and extending westerly over the loca- own car, engaged in freight service,
The value of the seized liquors is
pretation. After the tourist bad his tination,
Music by
its contents would have been dex
, , . . ,
...
gaze at the “sights” the palace of the stroyed.
said to have been between $20,000 and
,
Isee no way out' an<^ had taken t” at tion. Both sections are to be of su r 1tion north of Waldoboro, as surveyed had broken down.
TH E F O U R ACES
, King, the University, the monuments
Colossus is not dangerous—it’s ju s t' method of collecting their life insur- face treated gravel.
Suspicion that the truck did not $25,000. The market closed a bit off.
by the Highway Department, to a
MEN 35c. LADIES 15c
I of Ibsen and Bjornson, the fine old
Somebody's circus joy is not going
Two weeks ago only the Governor connection with the present road contain all of the liquor in Union led
Dancing starts 8 o’clock. Standard ' Bourse, the National Theatre, and of his love of fish. Incidentally, 333 ar.ee.
pounds of fresh fish from Boston ar
Turning to the more agreeable sub favored relocation of the road, the
Square and Round Dances
te
function in the manner expected.
course, the Goksted Viking Ship, he rived in the city today to feed the
’
57-Th-tf
will, if he remembers where he is, giant sea elephant.
ject of his hobby, which is the col Cduiieil wanting the highway rebuilt the Nobleboro town line; the present
turn to observe the little things that
lection of autographed letters and over the present route through the road to be left intact during construcmake the city so beautiful, the vast
We wouldn’t say the national de photographs—of which he now has village. Federal aid had been refused tion of the other section and upon
foliage of trees not only in Parks,
but in Streets, around the Palace, the ficit is a crime, altho $2,000,000,000 is 3400—he gave some of the salient fea the latter plan because of hills, curves completion of the new section reconMuseum, all up Karl Johan street, a pretty naughty sum.—Boston Her tures of his address before this club a and short sight distances in Waldo- structed as far as Route 220 at WalUnder New Management
Knox County Batteries Strove For Honors At Fort Williams
Fried Chicken Dinner .......... $1.00 main thoroughfare; he will note the ald.
year ago, bringing it up to date with boro.
deboro, both sections to be finished
Roast Chicken Dinner ...............75 mid-day band in the park, the clean
And Not In Vain
a recital of his latest trium phs in the
The ensuing argument brought with surface treated gravel.
Americans have more timesaving
Chicken and Noodles .................. 75 liness of all things, the fine homes,
devices and less time than any other collecting line.
Above includes three vegetables, but most of all the trees.
Foremost in this respect was the
people on earth.—Tullahama (Tenn.)
salad, relishes, choice of desserts,
“Out,” he replied promptly and [ A M A R IO N E T T E S H O W
The accompanying notes of the re their friends in this city, each claim
Guardian.
tea or coffee.
receipt of the Pope’s autographed
emphatically. “He’s out most of the 1
cent 240th C.A.C. encampment at ing it one of the best places in which
Chicken Sandwich, Coffee and
letter. “I am a Universalist," said
live.
Popular Form of Entertain- Fort Williams, and the part played to Battery
Ice Cream .................................. 25
| Dr. Greenway, “but when th a t arrived ,time anyway.
E of Rockland won the
Steak and Shore Dinners on Order
m
ent
Billed
For
Thom
asb>
’
the
different
companies, are gunnery cup for the second battalion.
>
immediately
:
I
became
a
whoopee
Methodist
shoutDr
Greenway
Food of Exceptional Quality
AT
. , __
| kindly furnished by Charles M. Battery F of Thomaston was delayed
Phone—Union 18 Ring 21
[ ing with glee."
signed up for another address Aug.
ton,
Jury
29
ILawry, who is enrolled in Battery F by the Leavitt Fort detail which fired
C
L
A
R
K
ISLAND
EAST UNION
78Th*Stf
] T he long and intricate road by 10 when he will describe his experi
------I of Thomaston. A certain rivalry the day they were assigned to. The
F R ID A Y
N IG H T , J U L Y
22
Iwhich he obtained ex-Kaiser Wil- ences as United States interpreter at- How many among you have not j exists between the two local batteries tug then being so far out. It was
been thrilled as children by attending , and this year honors were evenly di- thought best not to fire as the target
I.......................
.
. . .. I
t
, helm’s signature, and a remarkable the Peace Conference in Paris.
A u s p ic e s
o f th e
a Marionette show? Not many, it’s a j vided—Battery E of Rockland won was hardly visible. As it was, Bat
letter defending the latter’s adminisTwo m atters under discussion yes safe bet. And further it's doubtful | the efficiency streamer over Thomas tery F did not get in six of its shots.
Village Improvement Association
j tration formed an interesting chapter terday were the trip to Monhegan H many grownup children today ton 7 to 5, but the boys from the home Whether the corrections could have
Like An
in the address.
, which will be made Sunday in Lion c°u?d, w“tCh a eood, old “Punch a"d of Knox captured the baseball cham been made, and more than three hits
Music By
STEAK, CHICKEN or
,
v a
a.
a,
Judy show without getting a kick pionship in the second battalion.
could have been registered, will never
Open Book
There s no love lost between the , Starrett s new boat, leaving Thom- out of it. The trouble is, there are so
C L A R K
IS L A N D
O R C H E S T R A
There were nine companies in I be known, and Battery E won the cup
LO BSTER DINNER
Kaiser and me,” said the speaker, [aston at 8.30, daylight; and the pic- (few opportunities for either children camp, divided into three battalions, i on three hits. By firing on the target
YOUR FUTURE FORETOLD COR
“I have five German machine gun ; nic at Owl’s Head next Wednesday or grownups to indulge in this sort of Batteries A of Portland. B of Sanford, | on field inspection day Battery F was
RECTLY
8 5 Cents
Without any previous knowledge and
C of Kennebunk, and D of Portland 45 minutes late for inspection, the
the noonday meeting di\ e,rs,if “
having no natural means of knowing bullets in my body, and a long night, with
At last, however, just such a show made up the first battalion, in com boys going from the gun and chang
who you are, whence or for what you memory.”
[omitted
in
consequence.
is coming this way, and it is guar mand of the 12-inch guns at Fort ing their clothes and rushing on the
came, he will tell you the object of your
The most difficult of all signatures j Blake Annis was presented with a anteed to be one of the best of its Leavitt. Batteries E of Rockland and field. This did not help anv for the
call.
This
Wonderful
Psychic
by
his
won
148 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON
derful inward seeing vision, has been to get. Dr. Greenway said, is that past president’s pin in a witty speech kind. It will be presented at Watts F of Thomaston made up the second efficiency streamer, and it was award
Tel. Thomaston 7
able to help thousands in gaining love, of Col. Charles A. Lindbergh. He by A. W. Gregory, to which Duke Hall, Thomaston, on Friday, July 29. battalion in command of the 155s. ed Battery E for the day.
E V E R Y SA T . NIGHT
and mairiage. If you are worried, per
at 8 o’clock, p. m., by Miss Catherine rating 6.1 points. Batteries G of
The boys of Battery F are not
87-91
plexed, or in trouble of any kind, come finally received the coveted auto- made felicitous response.
Anderson and Miss Marion Morse, pf Brunswick, H of Bath and I of South offering any alibis however They
Pleasant V iew Pavilion
and see him and he will help you to be
graph
through
the
kindly
offices
of
Lions
Saville,
White,
Booth
and
North Abington, Mass., two talented Portland made up the third battalion \ congratulate Battery E and wish the
successful in your undertakings. Do you
S outh Waldoboro
w ant to be successful? If so, you need the late Senator Dwight W. Morrow. Morse were appointed as the August young women who not only make and in command. G and H were machine j Rockland boys might have von the
M O N H EG A N ISLAND
his advice. No questions asked, you are
M u s ic
B y
immediately told your troubles and how
In the course of the open forum entertainment
committee.
The operate their puppets, but write the gun companies and anti-aircraft gun regimental cup which they lost only
A 40-Mile Sail and 5 Hours on
Battery I was searchlight com by a close margin to Battery I of
to overcome them. See him this week.
Monhegan
a'ppear C
e
1 e
- c ners,
B om em an ’s Orchestra
The greatest living adviser upon all Dr. Greenway paid a very high speaker Aug. 3 will be Gilbert Patten
pany and was in action after 9 p. tn. South Portland. This battery had as
Steamer leaves Thomaston Daily
affairs, no matter how difficult. If you tribute to the late President Wilson of Camden, author of the Frank Mer- ! Furthermore, by attending this
M e n
2 5 c ;
L a d ie s 10c
In addition were the medical corps, Instructor Lieut. Wood, formerly ser
are in trouble of any kind, making
except Sunday at 7.30 daylight time.
S q u a re a n d
R o u n d D a n ce s
changes or in doubt, he can help you. and alluded briefly to Gov. Roose- riwell stories and many other novels j show, for the modest sum of 25 cents headquarters company, 240th CA.C geant Instructor in Rockland.
Round Trip Fare $2.00
Endorsed by public and press. Twenty I „
.... .
The boys appreciated The Courier87’lt
Guests yesterday were Sherwood F. ■' or 8rownuPs and 15 cents for chil- band and quartermasters corps.
years in Maine. Idle curiosity seekers '
S attitude on the removal OF re78-SOT-Th-tf
The transportation fleet was in Gazette in camp and wish to thank
..
,
■
„
„ _ ' dren of 12 and under, you will be dobarred. Satisfaction positively guaran- tention of Mayor Walker.
Watfe of Allentown, Penn., N. F. lng your bit for the fund which makes charge of Capt. Maxfield of Portland. Editor Fuller for his co-operation.
teed. Hours 1 p m. to 8 p. m.
27 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
“Does he belong in or o u t?” asked a Wathall of Brooklyn and Donald , possible a town nurse for Thomaston, Robert Cuthbertson of Rockland,
The writer, a member of the Sec
Low fee this week
j member.
-Maxwell of Everett, Mass.
1The show is being sponsored by ths Charles Lawry of Thomaston, Harry ond Battalion, 240th C.A.C. was sur
87’lt
A nnouncing
Boyd of Brunswick and Tracy Lewis prised to find how many people ig
j Ihomaston Nursing Association.
of Bath were assigned as chauffeurs nored the American flag as It passed
, The program will be as follows:
"The Doll Shop,” “Little John Bottlc- to transport the four companies of in Sunday’s procession. It was noted
■
john,” “Rufus Rastus Rabbit and Hu the first battalion to Fort Preble, by one of the officers that many of
Mil
r
Mammy,” after which a quaint Pler- whence they went by boat to Fort the city's higher officials were tardy
C onvalescing and M aternity H om e
|
rot puppet will appear in songs and Leavitt to operate the 12-inch guns in this respect. Let us not forget
A piivatc home devoted to the care of invalid, convalescing and
j
dances.
As an encore number, “The Each chauffeur had a perfect record that the American flag is our own
maternity patients. Personally supervised by
Tragic
Story,"
from the poem by in operating his 5-ton Liberty truck, and only flag, and salute It on every
ELIZABETH HUTCHINSON LUCE, MATRON
Tennyson, will be given. No seats reporting no accidents or engine occasion as it passes by.
An experienced graduate nurse, formerly matron of
[Charlie makes no record of it in
will be reserved. The committee in trouble and never late on any run.
Silsby’s Maternity Hospital
Sgt. George Kennedy, formerly of the above resume, but The Couriercharge is composed of Mrs. Frank D
45 Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
Tel. Thomaston 105-3
Elliot. Mrs. Marie B. Singer, Miss Rockland, was chief mechanic and Gazette hears that the Coast Artil
87Th-tf
Mary McPhail, Mrs. Winfield H. stationed with the headquarters out lery boys were all blessed with abnor
Brackett, Miss Elizabeth Washburn, fit. Sgt. Edward Doughty of the mal appetites while in camp, and few
..
M ill
H im
Miss Alice C. George, Henry McDon Portland battery was with the East of them failed to order “seconds." Be
ald, Myfes S. Weston and Charles M Coast Fisheries Co. three years in th a t as it may, they came home very
Rockland. Both Doughty and Ken happy, all reporting a fine time.
Starrett.
nedy wanted to be remembered to all —Ed.l
FEATURING
While talk of taxes waxes, what we
need Is taxes’ axes.—Boston Tran
E R R A N D O F M ERCY
GO LF M A T C H IN G
script.

DANCE

THE RIVALRY OF E AND F

ROSE-ANNE LODGE

DANCE

KNOW IHY FUTURE
•He Reads
w
YoUr Life

DINNERS SERVED

“ TH E ELMS”

DANCE

THE LUCETTE

Oil 0MUB1 su e s
E X C U R S IO N

CONCERT

W ELLINGTON SM ITH , B aritone
CARL W EBSTER, ’C ellist

A n d A ssociated A rtists in E x q u isite Program
W A T T S HALL. T H O M A ST O N
JU L Y 25 (M O N D A Y N E X T ) A T 8 .1 5 P. M.
ADMISSION 50c AND 35c
Tickets checked at McDonald's Drug Store, Saturday, July 23

I

OAKLAND PARK

Lowest Fares Ever

No wonder Rome folded up. She had R otary and F o rty Clubs In P ro m p t Airplane Trip Saves
no autos, gasoline, or chewing-gum to
A nnual C o n test W ith the
Life of Sw an’s Island
tax, and no postal rates to raise.—
Macon Telegraph.
L atter A gain a W inner
G irl

Sunday, July 2 4

T O N IG H T
------------- -—

LLOYD RAFNELL’S G EO R G IA N S
ISLAND PARK O R C H E S T R A
ED DY FERRY, Star Com edian
A D M IS S IO N

40

C E N T S

C om e to R O U N D POND
Picnic Grounds, “Clifford’s” , Cam ping Field
—FOR—

LOBSTERS A N D C L A M S
T ables in Field V iew H arbor
D eep Sea Fishing P a rtie s and Bathing
P icnic Parties, Lodges, Clubs a n d S u n d a y Schools
Cigars, Cigarettes, Candy, Pastry and Tonics
R o a d s

L e a d in g

F ro m

P h o n e

D a m a r is c o t ta
D a m a r is c o t ta

a n d

Free Parking

7.25
7.35
+7.48
8.02
+8.05
+8.15
+8.21
8.27

$2.25
225
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25

EASTERN STANDARD TIME
FROM

Fares to
Leave Old Orchard
A. M. and Return

+8.34
8.41
Wiscasset ..............................
’Woolwich ................................ +9.00
B a th
....................... ..........................................
9.05
Brunswick ............................... 9.22
F reep ort
......................... ...............
9.37
P o r tla n d arr..................................... 10.05
OLD ORCHARD BEACH, arr. 10.30 A.M.

’ S o u th

N e w c a s tle

......................................

$2.00
2.00
1.50
1.50
1.25
.95

HALF FARE FOR CHILDREN FIVE YEARS OF AGE AND UNDER TWELVE YEARS
’Passengers from these stations will purchase tickets of T rain Conductor.
Returning, leave Old Orchard Beach a t 5.05 P. M. Ea stem Standard Time.
Rockland abo ut 8.20 P. M.

+Stops on Signal.
Arrive at Bath 6.35 P. M„

M

Visit T he

“ LO BSTER PO T

i

TICK ETS G O O D ON SPE C IA L T R A IN S O N LY

O n the E nd of the W harf, Friendship
M eals Served E very Day from 8 A . M. to 8 P. M.
D aylight Saving T im e
,
LO BSTERS & CLAMS P R E P A R E D FOR PICNICS
Telephone Waldoboro 19-31

C O O L O FF
a t the SEA SH O R E
Only Excursion T h is S u m m er

n

87-88

JUM BO
KNOWS HIS

PEANUTS
SO DOES

HAVENER
EXTRA LARGE

VIRGINIA JUMBOS
Roasted and Salted Daily
They Are Delicious—Try Them

25c lb; 15c half lb.
N ew ly Roasted Peanuts
In the Shell

6 *2

FO R THE BEST OF SH O R E DINNERS

s

Fares to
Le„vc Old Orchard
A. M. and Return

W a ld o b o r o

84*87

M

EASTERN STANDARD TIME
FROM
Rockland .................................
Thomaston ..............................
’Warren ....................................
Waldoboro .......................... —
’Winslow's Mills ........................
’Nobleboro .................................
’Damariscotta Mills ...................
Newcastle .................................

M AINE CENTRAL
R A IL R O A D

2 quarts for 15c

c. m. havener
FRUIT, CONFECTIONERY
CIGARS AND TOBACCO

RA N K IN BLOCK
87-lt

The annual golf match between
the Rotary and Forty Clubs was run
off Tuesday afternoon, the artists of
the Forty Club crushing its oppon
ents with a total of 18'/a points to
8’a . The contestants included:
Rotary—H. E. Robinson, E. L.
Toner, Walter C. Ladd, W. O. Fuller,
A. W. Foss, A. C. McLoon, Arthur L.
Orne, A. C. Peterson, Dr. C. H.
Jameson.
Forty—E. R. Veazie, Francis Orne,
E. L. Scarlott, E. A. Munsey, A. F.
Lamb, W. H. Glendenning, John H.
McLoon, Emery Howard. Standish
Perry.
F. Orne defeated Toner; Scarlott
defeated Ladd; Munsey defeated
Fuller; Lamb defeated Foss; A. Mc
Loon defeated Glendenning; J. Mc
Loon defeated A. Orne; Howard de
feated Peterson; Perry defeated
Jameson.
This is the third year in succession
that the Forty boys have taken their
opponents into camp and thereby
cinched their hold upon the cup
trophy.
• • • •
Last Saturday’s sweepstakes en
countered another perfect day for
golfing, at which Ju d Flanagan's low
net of 70 walked him off the winner.
Line McRae finishing close to him
with a net 71. There were three ties
for third place with net 72—Veazie,
Wood, Art. Flanagan and Emery, the
last named also taking honors by
putting two nice rounds together for
a 78. The scores:

Dangerously ill from a burst ap
pendix, Eleanor, 12-ycar-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs B. R. Staples of
Swan’s Island apparently had only a
few hours to live, when a telephone
message summoned one of the Maine
Air Transport’s machines to the
Island Tuesday night.
Whatever the situation may be
Pilot William H. Wincapaw never re
fuses to perform this errand of mercy,
and he was soon forcing his plane
across Penobscot Bay at top speed.
In one hour and five minutes from
the moment he answered the tele
phone Capt. Wincapaw was back at
the local sea base, and in 1 hour and
25 minutes from the time of the call
the young girl was on the operating
table.
Her condition was reported yester
day as comfortable.
It's hardly probable that cigarligh ters had much to do with match
companies’
difficulties.—LoulsvlUg
Times.

Y O U R FA V O R IT E PO EM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss of these tastes is a loss
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

LET LIFE BE ROYAL
life be royal in these days majestic
Judd Flanagan ...................... 80—10—70 Let
gold and crimson pomp, as if the
L E McRae ............................ 84-13-71 With flame
E R Veazie ............................. 85—13—72 Of all the sunsets of the year had fallen
William Wood .......................... 80 8—72 ! In glowing flakes on hill and plain and
A N N O U N CIN G
Art Flanagan ........................ 80— 8—721
the opening of the
Al. Emery ................................. 78— 8—72' Not onforest.
errands may our feet
A. W. Foss ................................. 88—24—74 Go forthignoble
by pathways paved with Persian
J. L. Brewster. J r ...................... 94—20—74
splendor.
John H. McLoon ..................... 101—25—76 But sandaled
fair, ambassadors of glory.
A C McLoon .............................. 97—20—77
C Dwlnal .................................. 97—20—77 Come as the morning stars rejoicing
came
Arnold Rogers .......................... 94—16—78
first festival. Oh. let the
Everett Munsey ...................... 104—26—78 To earth’s
spirit
Zelmg
Dwlnal .......................... 99—14—80
All Branches of Beauty Culture
W O Puller .............................. 109—27—82 Put on her shining robes of high be
havior.
Permanent Waving a Specialty
H Buitum ................................. 107—24- 83 Courage
and courtliness and all her sweet
Surprises
of delight, for never palace
143 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON, ME.
Despite the added length of years Were proud as this, lifting bright
TEL. 134
beauty’s
name
science has supposedly given us. the
million banners for all winds to
84-89
good-lookers still
dye young — On a greet.
Philadelphia Inquirer.
—Katharine Lee Bates.

CHARM BEAUTY
SHOPPE

Page T w o
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and th at of the issue of this paper of
July 19. 1932, there was printed a total of
C278 copies.
W. H BUTLER.
Notary Public.
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T A L E N T E D A R T IST S

ST A N D A R D W EIG HTS

To A p p e a r In T hom aston
C oncert U nder E piscopal
A uspices

B y Bushel A s Provided By
Maine Statu tes

A concert of high merit is to be
presented in W atts hall, Thomaston,
Blessed are the peacemakers; for Monday evening at 8.15, offering bril
they shall be called the children of liant Boston and New York artists in
God.—Matt. 5:9.
a program arranged to appeal to all
music lovers. The event is sponsored
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
by St. John Baptist Episcopal
Church, the artists being Wellington
For President
Smith, baritone; George Tinker,
tenor; Eunice Truesdale, soprano;
HERBERT C. HOOVER
Edna Merritt, contralto; Carl Web
of California
ster, cellist;
Dolores Rodriguez,
pianist; and Edna Wellington Smith.
For Vice President
I accompanist.
The opportunity to
hear this fine group of artists is made
CHARLES CURTIS
1possible only by their being at Pleasof Kansas
j ant Point where Mr. Smith maintains
| a summer home, and where he con, ducts summer sessions of artistT R E A T Y IS SIGNED
pupils.
_
i i !
Mr Smith and Mr. Webster have
Seaw ay r rom G reat Lakes been heard in concerts in this vicinity
T
tk
__1»
in Previous years, their artistTy rel o the O cean Is rro v id e d called wilh distinct pleasure Mr.
T hereby
Smith has appeared repeatedly as
y _____
I soloist with prominent Boston or.pup c , ijiwTpnce river treatv ganizations, also with such im portant
s o S t Tor ^ r e Sian a decade ^[o rch estras as the Detroit Symphony
open the great midwest with a seaway Cleveland Symphony, New York
from the G reat Lakes to the ocean, Symphony and the New York Plnlwas signedm Tuesday by the United | harmonic. He has had opera ex
perience with the Little T heatre
States and Canada.
Opera Co., of New York and the
The agreement must be ratified by j PhiladolDhia Onera Co , Ianv of his
the United States Se-’ate and by the mQre ^ n c ^ T pupils a ^ e a r
Canadian Dominion parliament be- concert £nd
wjth
fore becoming effective^ Both he voice * a nch
Mr
parliament and Congress also must ]eaves 1&ter fof a tQur Qf Qerm
appropriate funds for construction Ita]y Eelgjum France and SwitzerL
of much of the 27-foot deep water- , land
engagements to sing in
way from the St. Lawrence river to ! Paris qnd Ital“. ®
the lakes. I t will take ten years to
jjr. Webster toured for some time
complete the project..
with Geraldine Farrar in concert, winThis is what the St. Lawrence w a - , njng high praise from the critics and
terway is:
was
soloist with the St. Louis
A 27-feet deep navigation channel symphony Orchestra, where he
from Montreal to Lake Ontario.
proved himself an artist of the first
Length—181 miles.
[ rank.
Major construction—Two dams, one ' Mr Tinker was the National Fedat Barnhart Island, one at Chrysler eration of Music Clubs' prize winner
Island.
in the young artists’ contest in 1931
Electrical power production—2,200,- Miss Truesdale and Miss Merritt are
000 horsepower—one-half for the favorites with radio audiences, havUnited States; one-half for Canada. ing appeared over WBZ for three sucSource of power—Power houses to I cessive vears in the period known as
be built at either end of each dam.
“The Music Lovers.” Miss M erritt
Total cost—$543,000,000 of which has been engaged as soloist with the
the United States will be charged People’s Symphony Orchestra in
with about $272,453,000 and Canada Brookline. Aug. 10.
$270,976,000.
A graduate of New England Con
Reductions from the total cost— servatory of Music as piano soloist in
Revenues from power disposal.
1919. Miss Rodriguez is rated as one
Shipping potentialities—The open of the most brilliant concert pianists
ing of G reat Lake ports to ocean in New England. She has studied
going shipping.
subsequently with Heinrich Gebhard
Time to complete—Seven to ten and F. Motte-Lacroix. with more re 
years.
cent rtudy under Hans Ebell. She
has appeared in the larger cities in
the East
“CONCERNING DR. CADMAN”
Mrs. Smith who will act as accom
North Haven Pastor Finds It Diffi panist is a talented musician, both
cult To Agree With Rev. Mr. Day's as a pianist and a coach. She toured
the West with Lucia Chagnon. played
Arraignment
for Margaret Matzenauer. in tern a
tionally known contralto, and has
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Just what end my good Baptist coached and accompanied many well
brother Day considers served by these known singers in New York.
Tickets, which are priced at a lowdiscrediting inferences in connection
with such a princely man of the figure, may be obtained from the
Heavenly Kingdom as Dr. S. Parkes Maine Music Company. Miss Adelaide
E. Cross. Mrs. Gladys Morgan. Mrs.
Cadman, is more than I know.
No voice in America has been lifted Mary Eur.ker at Senter Crane's or
louder or gone farther—in behalf of Miss Edr.a W atts at the Burpee F urthat renewal of man's life that can j niture Company
Seats are to be reserved and may
only come by faith in God, and the
repentance of sin, and the acceptance be checked Saturday beginning a t 9
of Jesus Christ as a Saviour—than I a. m. at McDonald's drug store.
Dr. Cadman's. In him justice and Thomaston.
righteousness in the great business
and industrial world have ever had
LIONS A N D C H A R IT Y
their heroic champion; and also last
ing world-peace through the outlawry
of war, good-will, friendship, co-op- W onderful A rray of A rtists
eration between nations. No man
To Be H eard In C am den
has been a mightier influence toward
that spirit exhibited and incarnated
C oncert Tuesday
in Jesus Christ, and set forth by
Paul—in Jesus Christ. “There is [ Interest in the concert to be given
neither Jew nor Greek, there is : in Camden next Tuesday evening unneither bond nor free, there is neither der the auspices of the Camdenmale nor female: for ye are all one.” '. Rockport Lions Club, is running high.
No one I am sure is a more devout as the array of artists promises one
believer in the sacred scriptures as of the most brilliant musical events
the source of our saving knowledge of ir this section of the State,
the one true God. and Jesus Christ
Carlos Salzedo, world famous
whom God sent into this world, than j harpist, and head of the harp departDr. Cadman.
, ment at the Curtis Institute of Music
Because a man says the world has Philadelphia, who summers at Camforgotten the Bible is not saying that den, is personally arranging the conthe man who says this has forgotten i cert, and it is only through his splenthe Bible. Such an inference is to i did effort and desire to aid the townsme a supposition and inference people th a t these artists can be
wholly contrary to the fact. J u s t , offered:
what Dr. Cadman may have had in
Jeanne Behrend. pianist, a gradumind when he used the word “lib- ate of Curtis Institute of Music and
eralism’’ I do not know. It seems to i a personal pupil of Josef Hofmann
me these so-called “liberals" have no for seven years.
more failed than we who call our
Alice Chalifoux, harpist, who has
selves “evangelicals.” It looks to me just completed her first season as
as though we had all failed and all first harpist of the Cleveland Orches
need the Pentecostal experience of tra and head of the Harp Department
the Holy Spirit upon us in renewing at the Cleveland Institute of Music,
grace and power.
Henry F. Huse
which department she founded.
North Haven, Me., July 19.
Jean Spitzer. Eva Stark and James
Bloom, violinists, all pupils of Mme.
THE MORTGAGE
i Lea Luboshutz. of the violin depart(For The Courier-Gazette 1
' ment at Curtis, and herself a brilliant
He wanted to ride and to travel afar.
So he mortgaged his house and he 1artist.
Eugene Helmer, accompanist.
bought him a car.
He had no place for a car to be.
Tickets are already on sale a t Fos
So he parked it under an apple tree.
ter's Quality Shop, seats being
When he earned a dollar by honest toil
checked on purchase of tickets. While
He quickly spent it for gas and oil.
the prices vary, there is an ample
And so the summer went happily by.
And food and raiment were scarce and supply at a figure which will permit
high.
any music lover to take advantage of
this wonderful opportunity to hear
But he had a car—and a mortgage too.
And in early spring the mortgage was these fine artists. The proceeds will
be used by the Camden-Rockport
due.
The car was a wreck and full of snow;
He had no house, and hls cake was Lions to continue their charitable en
terprises.
dough.
He could not beg and he dared not steal.
So he lived on potatoes and Indian meal.
And then to his neighbor he made excuse
That the country had gone to the very
deuce.

But his neighbor, who worked the whole
year through.
Said. “It isn 't the country. Man. it's you.
I’ve a homestead still, and it’s free of
debt,
Brace up and work and there's hope for
you yet.
“ You see the effect of trying to shirk,
And so. if you'd rather ride than work.
Why. ride, but when you are down and
out
Don't curse the country and rave and
shout,
“Nor talk of the times and your many
wrongs.
But lay the blame where the blame be
longs.
Now work like blazes, and when you do.
You can have a home and an auto too.”
Adella F. Veazie.

Ever see hungry boys eat bi.iebrrr’
pie? They do a pretty good job at it
when they are hungry land kids al
ways are) but up on the Children’s
Playground, one week from tomorrow
the boy who first cleans 2 plat'* of
blueberry pie is going to be given a
dollar bill. There'll be lots of fun,
and when some of the kids get home
their mothers will not know them

Every-Other-Bc

THE WHITE LINE, INC.
(D a y lig h t S a v in g T im e )
LOCAL AND INTERSTATE

(Week Days Only’

RATES

Rorkland to Augusta $2.00
Rockland to Waterville 2.75
Rockland to Lewiston 3.15
Rockland to Boston 5.25 9.45
Rockland to New York 9.25 17.45
Koek'nd to Providence 6.25 11.25

Buses Leave Rockland for
Augusta, Waterville, Winthrop
Lewiston and Boston
7.50 A. M., 12.00 Noon
Leave Augusta for Rockland
9.50 A. M., 7.15 P. M.
Connections in Lewiston for
Portland, Rumford, Farmington.
Norway and Berlin, N. H.

Safe, Insured Express Service

NEW LOW F.ARES

One Round
Way Trips

Rockland to Warren ..............45
Running Time
Rockland to Augusta 1 hr 45 min Rockland to Waldoboro ........ 75
Rockland to Winslow’s Mills .90
Rock'nd to Waterville 2 hr 30 min
Rockland to Lewiston 3 hrs
Rockland to Boston 7 hr 45 min Rockland to Cooper's Mills 1.40
Rorkland to Windsor Comer 1.55
Rockland to Togus
1.80
For Information, Call The Thorn
Rockland to Augusta .......... 2.00
87-lt
dike and Hotel Rockland

ROCKLAND T A K E S A BR A C E

W IL L IA M S '
T ^ o o fg e e r
EXTRACT ;
A T ALL C P.O C FR S

B a r le y

................................................... ..

.........
L im a ........................................
shell ........................................
Soy ........................
scarlet or w h ite runner,
...................................................
string .....................................

18
60
86
28
58
(0
24

Beans, Windsor(broad) ............... 47
Beets ........................................................ 60
Beets, mangel-wurzel ................... 60
Beets, sugar .................................... 60
Beets, turnip........................................
Beet Greens ........................................ jj
Blackberries ....................................... 40
Blueberries .......................................... 42
B ran and shorts ................................ 20
Buckwheat .......................................... 48
C arrots
$0
Corn, cracked
Corn, Indian
Cranberries ....
82
C urrants ....... .
40

60

m

Dandelions ...................... ..............

Feed ...................................
Flaxseed .........................................

5*
55
jj
jj

H air .............. ............_..................
Kale ..............................................
JLime ..................................
70
M eal (except oatm eal) .................

60

Meal, corn ..................

50

M eal, rye ........................................
M ille t, Japanese ................................
O ats .....................................................
Onions ..................
i P arsley ...............................................

50
35
32
5j

Peanuts, green
Peanuts, roasted ..........
j Pears ..............................

21
20

is c o o lin g

2
e
0
0
1
0
0

BEER

1

Apples, dried
! Beans
Beans,
Beans,
I Beans,
I Beans,
pole
I Beans,

Balance Of The Week
! Gray, but a wild streak had crept into
68
Tonight—Camden at St. George, i his south wing and led him to pass , Peas, smooth .............
Friday—Rockland at Waldoboro. [ 9 Waldoboro batters. On tha otherPeas,
unsheiled. green
28
Saturday—Thomaston at Camden, hand Butters was found for a total Peas, wrinkled .................................. 56
. . . .
J of 10 bases, but walked only one Potatoes ............................................. 60
„___„
man. There was still another odd Potatoes, sweet .................................. 54
48
8
angle to the box work for while Gray Quinces .............
40
The Rockland Texacos have been w^ ]ked njne he fan ned 14, while But- Raspberries .......
44
victorious in both of their games this ^ rs wajkjng onjy one had but one Rice, rough ....................................
week and find themselves back in 1
R >'» .....................................- .............. 66
second place by a precarious margin, j Rockland gained a commanding Salt, coarse .................................... 70
The standing.
' j lead as early as th e fourth inning, S a lt, Turk's Island ............................ 70
L
W
l
f .v . but Gray had hls tcam m at,es in dire S a lt, fine ........................................... 60
838
1
St. George .......... 8
peril in five of the nine innings. The S a lt, Liverpool .................................. 60
.500 bases were full in the fourth when Seed, alfalfa ........................................ 60
5
Rockland .......... 5
444
Seed, clover ........................................ 60
5
Thomaston .
4
Jeff Mealey made a marvelous
catch
_
,
i Seed, hem p................................
44
.400
6
Waldoboro ......... 4
of
Benner's
low
liner,
Failure to have Seed. herdsgrass..................... ... Z 4
.250
6
Camden ............ 2
n ld h
flv p paqt
.........
............
*'
caught that ball would
have
cost Seed.
Timothy ................................. 45
Rockland the game, and when Jeff Seed. Hungarian grass ................. 4g
Rockland 5, Thomaston 3
walked to the bench, and later to bat, Seed, m ille t......................................... 59
Humbled by five straight defeats he was given a wild ovation.
Seed, orchard grass ....................... 14
Even in the n in th inning, after Seed, redtop ........................................ 14
the Rockland team came back strong
Dimick
had
done
something
very
un
at Community Park Tuesday night,
Seed, Sea Island cotton ...
defeating Thomaston by a fairly de usual for him by misjudging a fly, Seed, sorghum ...................
cisive margin, but nevertheless in Rockland was in danger and the Seed, upland cotton .............
peril all the way around the course. steadiness of Chaples alone saved the Spinach ...............................
Strawberries .........................
The visitors outhit the locals more day.
Waldoboro played game ball every Tomatoes .......... .................
than two bases to one, and but for
two wild pitches which came at cru minute and the home folks need not Turnips, English .................
cial moments, the speedy Douglas feel ashamed of their team. Young Turnips, rutabaga ............
Walker would doubtless have cut a n  did brilliant work in center and even W h e a t ........„............. ..............
other notch in his victory stick.
the young kid Reed distinguished The standard weight of a
barrel of Flour i s ................ . 196 lbs.
The two innings in which Thomas himself. Butters proved rather a find
T h e standard w eight of a
ton scored found Wendell Thornton in the box.
barrel of Potatoes is ......... 166 lbs.
facing trouble a-plenty. In the fifth,
Wotton pulled off a spectacular
T h e standard w eigh t of a
for instance, with two down, he per foul catch.
barrel of Sweet Potatoes is.. 160 lbs
mitted four successive singles, and it
The score:
is hard telling where the drive would
Rockland
have ended but for Mealey's accurate
ab r bh tb fio a e
APPLETO N
heave from center field, nicely Dimick, if . .... 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 ,
Chaples, 2b .... 4 0 1 1 1 3 0
Several visitors from Mount Vernon
4 0 0 0 1 0 0 were at M. E. W adsworth’s Sunday. !
Mtaley, cf ...
0
.3 1 1 1 7 0
Wotton. lb
Haying is in fun swing here at !
4 1 2 2 0 0 0 present with a light crop.
Cottrell, rf .
yer following with a double and Oney, 3b ...
4 0 1 1 1 1 0
Our new blacksmith is doing some |
Condon with a single for two scores. McPhee. ss .
3 1 1 2 4 0 2 fine work on jobbing and woodwork
The game was in a fair way to be tied Smith c .....
4 0 0 0 13 0 0 an d on automobiles.
then and there, but the best Frye Gray, p .....
4 1 1 3 0 4 0
Rev. Henry Nickerson of New York
could do was a grounder to T horn
an d Rev. Forest Nelson of Boston
ton, while Mealey, the Madagascar
34 4 7 10 27 9 3 visited the Pentecostal Union here
juggler, took care of Stone's fly.
Waldoboro
Sunday. They were at Rockport
After that Thornton set them down •
ab r bh tb po a r Thursday night an d a t Thomaston
in order for the last two innings.
Benner. 3b .
3 1 0 0 1 2 1 Assembly Friday evening.
Rockland's first score was made by ‘Brown ..... .... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rev. Harry Taylor of Portland with
Dimick who walked to first, went to Boggs, 2b ... .... 3 1 0 0 2 5 1, musicians are expected a t the assem
Kuhn, c ... .... 5 0 1 1 3’ 1 1 bly here next Sunday.
Sherman, ss .... 5 1 2 2 0 1 0
scored in any event, as Chaples and Young, cf ... .... 3 0 0 0 4 0 0
• Brown batted for Benner in the
Cottrell turned in timely singles, the Reed, if ..... .... 5 0 1 1 2 0 0 ninth.
latter’s sending Chape home.
Brewer, lb .
4 0 0 0 11 0 1
Two-base hit. M cPhee. Three-base
Dimick did the pedestrian act again Redonnet. rf .... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 h it. Gray. Bases on balls, off Gray
in the fifth and scored on a misplay 1Carleton, rf .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9. off Butters 1. S tru ck out, by Gray
at first, which with a wild pitch, re Butters, p .. .... 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 14, bv Butters 1. H it by pitcher, Wot
sulted in a score also for Chaples.
33 3 4 4 24 10 4 ton. Double play, M cPhee (unassistIn the ninth Chaples undertook to Rcckland ...
0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 x--4 ed). Umpires, Brewer and McAlary.
score from second on Mealey’s hit Waldoboro .... 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1--3 Scorer, Winslow.
into right field, which had sent Dim
ick in, but was nipped at the plate
on a fine throw by Frye. It was a
close decision, but there was no
criticism of Brewer, whose umpiring
in all of the games thus far has
been above reproach.
Thomaston's ponies. Felt and Free
man, did some nice work in their re
spective positions and Chaples played
a whale of a game at second. Oney’s
near catch of a hot line drive, and a
fine catch by Dimick, with the bases
choked, were other features. The
score:
Rockland
ab r bh tb po a e
Dimick, If ........ 2 3 0 0 2 0 0
Chaples, 2b ..... 3 2 1 1 2 6 0
Mealey, cf ....... 5 0 2 2 1 1 0
Wotton, lb ....... 4 0 0 0 12 0 0
Cottrell, rf ....... 4 0 2 2 1 0 0
Oney, 2b .......... 4 0 1 1 1 0
1
McPhee, ss ....... 3 0 0 0 2 1 1
444
R. Smith, c ....... 4 0 1 1 6 0 0
Thornton, p ..... 3 0 0 0 0 4 0

ROOT

X/cr'r'lr

1 Bushel—Pound*
Apples ..........

And Once More Gives Signs of Pursuing the Path That
j
Leads T o the Pennant
Peaches!
d<ied......
.....................
45
Peaches
S3

32 5 7 7 27 12
Thomaston
ab r bh tb po a
We don’t like jokes giving this
country back to the Indians. The Grafton, cf ..... 5 1 1 1 2 0
Indians have suffered enough in  I Faies, lb .......... 2 0 1 2 0 0
1M. Sawyer, lb. .. 3 1 1 1 5 0
justice already.
L. Sawyer, as.... 5 1
•' Condon, c ......... 4 0 2 2 8 1
Frye, rf ............ 4 0 1 1 1 1
Stone, I f ............ 4 0 2
Felt, 2b ............ 4 0 1
Freeman, 3b ..... 4 0 1
ROOT BEER
Walker, p ......... 4 0 0 0 1
EXTRACT

at
t y a g la s s
m a d e fro m

Standard weight per bushel as pro
vided by Section 39 o f the Revised
I Statutes as amended by Public Laws
] of 1913 and Public L a w s of 1916. Cut
, it out and keep for reference.

39 3 12 15*26 8 2
’Dimick hit by batted ball.
I Rockland,
2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1—5
•i Thomaston,
0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0—3
Two-base hits, Pales, L. Sawyer,
! Freeman. Bases on balls, off Walker
4. Struck out, by Thornton 4. by
J Walker 6. Hit by pitcher, Dimick,
' McPhee. Double play, McPhee, C ha
ples and Wotton. Umpires. Brewer of
Wiscasset and Feyler of Thomaston.
Scorer, Winslow.
• • • •
Rockland 4, Waldoboro 3
Paradoxical pitching marked last
j night's contest at Community Park,
and many a heart beat faster until
the last m an was out. The visitors
, made only four hits off Chummy

A Y E R ’S
What beautiful weather! Folks who live where it is so hot
ought to come down here and enjoy life. Of course it helps a lot
to dress eorrectly. Let us help you.
Summer Union Suits—cetto nor silk .................................. 50c, $1.<M)
Summer Shirts and Drawers—cotton or silk ......................... 50c, 75c
Dress Shirts—beauties .......................................................... $1.08, $1.50
Fancy Sweaters for Men ....................
..#................. $1.98, $2.75
Work or Fancy Hose ........................
.................... 10c, 25c, 50c
Work or Dress Pants ................ - ......
... $1.00, $1.50, $2.50, $3.50
Boys’ Wash Suits .................................
... 59c, $1.04), $1.50, $2.00
Boys' Sweaters ....................................
.......... $1.00, $1.50, $1.69
Boys' Short P ants ..........„.................
............... 59c, 79c, $1.00
Boys' Knickers—linen, crash or wool
..................... $1.00, $1.50
B*ys' Shirts or Blouses.......................
................. 50c, 79c, $1.00
Boys’ Bathing Suits—wool ..................
...................... $1.00, $1.50
IT WON’T BE LONG NOW before everyone will be planning to
get their boys ready for school in the fall. New goods are arriving
all the time and we are more th an pleased to show them . Come in.

1 W IL L IS A Y E R

H

V ario u s Nations Find
Good Uses fo r Seaweed
W hat salt water bather, who lias
been tangled in seaweed, or motorboat owner whose propeller has
been clogged by the marine growth,
can Imagine that Japan harvested
450,000,000 pounds last year; that
the United States Imports about
5,000 tons annually; and that the
United States has a seaweed Indus
try on the Atlantic and Pacific
coasts?
Seaweed has been consumed as
food by the Japanese, Chinese and
Hawailans for many centuries,
while Irish moss and seaweed prod
ucts have graced the American
table in various forms since Colo
nial days, when it was Imported
from England, says the National
Geographic society.
An early use of the weed was
aa fertilizer by farmers near the
sea. Today, besides serving as fer
tilizer and food, It Is an ingredi
ent of fine paper knife handles and
oriental curios. Kamchatka na
tives use Its hollow stems as colls
for distilleries, while Australians
have discovered a species from
which cloth, rope, twine and mats
can be made.

F A N C Y FRESH

BONELESS

SALMON
19<

POT ROAST
lfc*

CUT
TO

S U IT

C ate o f G reat V irtu e
or Just Plain Honesty?
A gossip writer in an English pa
per, who fairly revels in stories
about Mayfair and great country
bouses, recently singled out an act
of what lie thought super-eminent
virtue performed by a great aristo
cratic lady. Here are his words:
“She 1* as honest as she is modest.
The other day a bookmaker by mis
take sent her a check that he was
not owing to her. Site returned It.
I regard that as very nearly supethuraan.”
Perhaps the great lady reflected
that she would surely be detected
If she kept money Intended for
somebody else. It Is possible also
that she simply fell a victim to the
low. bourgeois notion that tuking
and keeping “isn’t done.” If kind
hearts are more than coronets, wliat
rank in the nobility should be as
signed to plain honesty?—New York
Times.

A V

C h o co la te in High F avor
When stont Cortez led 'his little
army into the valley of Mexico 400
years ago, he discovered a new em
pire—and a new food, chocolate.
Hls historian reports that the Aztecs used the cacao bean, from
which chocolate Is made, very gen
erally. They made a delicious bev
erage from chocolate, and It Is re
ported that the Montezuma would
drink no other. The Spaniards
tried to keep their chocolate recipe
from the rest of the world, bpt
without success. Soon the wealthy
in France, England and other Eu
ropean countries were having choc
olate every day. Four hundred
yehrs' usage lias not decreased the
popularity of this excellent food, and
we now Import great quantities of
cacao beuns Into this country
every year.

e a ts
LEAN ROASTING

Ute* of a Hobby
One fine tiling about a liobby Is
that one never knows where it will
end or where It may lead. Many a
mhn has pursued a hobby so zeal
ously that eventually it became hls
vocution, leading to fame, fortune
nnd whatnot. But that is acci
dental and exceptional. The pri
mary purpose of a hobby is to In
troduce a side-interest to life nnd
Impart a zeal that otherwise Is usu
ally lacking. What the hobby hap
pens to be Is of lesser Importance.
And there are so many uvnllablo
hobbles—thousands nnd thousands'
of them.—Exchange.

GLOBE
LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine
Quality Work,
Family Washing*
Called For and Delivers''
Parcel Delivery 8ervlca
U Z a l t * * iS o v o a n
If W iR

8 ponnds 2 5 c

16c

PO RK , lb.
FRESH CUT

C H U C K ROAST, lb
RUMP ROAST

14c

18c

BEEF, lb.
BONELESS ROAST

V E A L , lb.

Q U A L IT Y PRUNES
40-50 Size

3

pounds

25c

K A Y SPR EA D

23c

2 jar*

12c

FA NCY C A NTALO U PE

FORE QUARTER

LA M B, lb.

29c

for

FRESH CUT

BEEF LIVER, lb.

NATIVE
STRING
BEANS
CLICQUOT GINGER ALE,

2 b o ts 2 5 c

PALE OR GOLDEN

FANCY

FOWL aU shes

23c

M ORE MEATS
F re s h V e g e ta b le s
Cube Steak, lb.
Rum p Steak, lb.
B oneless Sirloin, lb
V eal Steak, lb
Lean Hamburg, lb
Stew Beef, lb
Stew Lamb, lb

29c
35c
35c
35c
15c
15c
15c

C om Meal, 6 lbs
Rolled Oats, 6 lbs
W heat Pops, pkg
Rice Pops, pkg
Dried Apricots, lb

25c
Philadelphia
25c
CREAM CHEESE
10c
3 pkgs 25c
12c LARGE
19c BING CHERRIES lb 25c

N ew Potatoes, peck 29c
Swiss Chard, peck
19c
Native Cabbage, lb
2c
Native Beet Greens pk 19c
Red Onions, 2 lbs
25c
Mild Cheese, lb
Gem Spread, 2 jars

19c
25c

S W A N ’S D O W N

CAKE FLOUR
with every purchase a
Large Glass Cake Plate
W ill B e G iven Free

U*0« W ing* in W a ter

The water ouzel, or dipper, as it
Il commonly called, is a bird that
uses its wlngB under water in ex
actly the same manner as when fly
ing through the air. The birds are
much like the thrush and walk
along the bottom of streams in
search of food. While they are
tliu» submerged, they must make
constant use of their wings to keep
down, for their bodies are so light
that they would immediately come
to the top otherwise. When they
do come to the surface the water
roils from their feathers and they
are perfectly dry. They are not web
footed. but they swim on the sur
face with perfect ease.

LB.

T E X A S ONIONS

S h ou ld P r o v e In terestin g

A Houston student away at col
lege writes hls parents: “I have to
give an hour’s talk on the Paraclior, which I have never heard of
before.
I have found that It Is
the product of the molecule weight
of all liquid and the fourth root of
Itl surface tension, divided by the
difference In densities of the liquid
and its vapor at the same tempera
ture.”
Oh, those frivolous students.
Another intriguing discussion by
a professor who married a Holton
girl is on this subject: “Factors af
fecting the vlobillty and develop
ment of the ova of Trlch uris
trichiura and Ascarls lumbricoldes."
—Holton Record.
We separated our daughter from
school when we learned that she
was sitting up till night writing a
paper on “The Crawfish’s Ammontldla.”—Judd Lewis in Houston
Post Dispatch.

QUALITY
BEEF

FLY TOX

C anned Fish

A 75c Bottle

For only 4 9 c
Pink Salmon, 2 cans 19c
Fancy Shrimp, 2 cans 19c
The Very Famous
Kippered Snacks, can 5c
Crosse & Blackwell
Red Salmon, can
21c
IRISH
Finnan Haddie, can 25c
LAM B STEW S
£ 1 CAN
F A N C Y CR ABM EAT BEEF
N ew Pack, can 19c
Olives, qt. jar
39c
Stuffed O lives, qt.
59c
GORTON’S I
Potato Chips, lb.
49c

91C

CODFISH CAKES
2 Cans 19c

FRESH ROASTED

PE A N U TS, 2 qts

15c

A SPLENDID COFFEE
O F DELICIOUS BLEND
W ELL W O R T H A TRIAL
IT IS—

JU ST W ONDERFUL

POUND
PA C K A G E
G A R D E N OF ALLA H COFFEE,

FANCY

SCALLOPS

lb

31c
lb

25c

19c
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Every-Other-Day

"ALK O F THE T O W N
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 21—Sells-Floto circus In Rockland
July 22—Camden—Lou Tellegen In
I'The Constant Wife' at the Opera
iouse.
July 23—Chapman Day a t Eastern
iuslc Camp.
July 24—Annual picnic of Rockland
dd Fellows and Rebekahs a t Spruce

The past presidents of Edwin Libby
Relief Corps will have a picnic a t the
Sumner Perry cottage. Crescent
Beach, next Wednesday afternoon.

C him ney Corner
Chat

Vacationland is the title of a
most attractive booklet Issued by the
Maine Central Railroad. I t is de
scriptive of various popular resorts
in the State which the railroad so
lead.
ably serves, and is quite the most
July 25—Trial of S. S. M anhattan on effective advertising of that sort that
iocklnnd Course.
July 25—Thomaston—Concert by mem- has been placed in circulation.

iers of Pleasant Point summer colony at
Vatts hall.
July 25 — Thomaston — Observance of
Jen Knox's birthday at Montpelier.
July 26—Camden—Annual charity con
cert of Camden-Rockport Lions Club.
July 30-31—Annual convention of
4alne Elks Association at Oakland Park
Aug. 2—Annual convention of ThreeJuarter Century Club In Skowhegan.
Aug. 3—Thomaston—Midsummer fair
of Baptist Ladles Circle, on the Mall
Aug. 3—Annual field day of Oolden
iod Chapter, O E S.. at Penobscot View
□range hall.
Aug. 3—Rockport—Midsummer Fair of
aptlst Sewing Circle on church lawn.
Aug. 5—Camden—“The Bat'' staged at
the Opera House to benefit Community
Hospital.
Aug. 10—Owl's Head Church Fair.
Aug. 10—Rockport—Midsummer Fair,
|L adles’ Aid. Methodist Church.
Aug. 17- Thomaston—American Legion
|F a lr on the Mall.
Aug. 20—Annual muster of Maine
■State Hand Engine League in Skowhe|gan.
Aug. 24-25—State field meeting of the
I Knox Academy at Knox Arboretum.
W EATHER

The Courier-Gazette is indebted to
Wallace (Turk) Kent for a postcard,
entitled “Day Dreams." “This may
give you a better understanding of
conditions under which the bonus
veterans are existing a t the National
Capital," writes Mr. Kent. “It was
pirchased from a veteran who was
thus getting enough change to buy
‘three squares’ a day. The bonus
army appears on the whole to be a
refipesentatlve bunch of home town
boys and deserves much better sue
cess than it has had.”
Word has been received of the
award of a Purple Heart Medal, en
graved with his name, to Adalbert W.
Pendleton of Tewksbury, Mass., a for
mer Rockland resident. Mr. Pendle
ton is a World War veteran of Co. L,
104th Infantry, 26th Yankee Divi
sion. This medal is given for meri
torious service and wounds received
in action July 18.1918, during a morn
ing raid on the enemy front in the
Chateau Thierry battle. Mr. Pendle
ton Is also a past commander of the
Hector Jackson Post, American Le
gion.

Compare These Prices
29x4.40 ...............................
29x4.50 ............................
30x4.50 ..............................
28x4.75 ..............................
30x5 ...................................
32x6 ...................................
600x20 ...................a.........

$3.48
3.75
3.85
4.25
14.95
24.85
15.98

BOYS
A SPECIAL FOB YOU
Pennsylvania Bicycle Tire
“.•'turdy Stud"

98c

Sea V iew G arage

T o End

RUPTURE
T roubles

ing and trouble your rupture has caused.
Why make sandwiches for your
The hours are 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5
p. m. and evenings 7 to 8. Remember the
party, when you can get assorted, date
place, Hotel Rockland, Rock
toasted or plain at Dan Munro's, 8 land, and
Maine, Monday, August 1.

Park street, or Tel. 8478.—adv.
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TR A N SA C T IO N S

Adella F. Veazie

Campanula CalycaJithCma — Cam
panula Persicifolia — Campanula
Pyramidalis.
You will make no mistake if you
plant all three of these. The first Is
sometimes disappointing if you do not
know beforehand th at it is a biennial,
which means th a t it blooms the sec
ond year and then dies, but as it re
news itself each year from self-sown
seeds we have it always with us
The colors range through several
shades of blue, violet and lavender,
to snow white and a wonderful
salmon pink, nearly the shade of the
Dorothy Perkins rose. The 'height
varies according to soil and care but
averages about two feet and the blos
soms are gigantic. In fact this is the
variety familiarly known as "Cup and
saucer canterbury bell.”

• **«

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Ingraham, Mr. and

WE GIVE
GOLD BOND
STAMPS or '
S. & H. GREEN
STAMPS

fcM O N T O N ’
‘ DEPARTMENT STORE
•. 410-412 Main Street
.-ROCKLAND, MAINE

Tiles-

------

A P P L E T O N RID G E

»

When you go to the Grand Bazaars
of Stamboul, the old Constantinople
of Turkey, you must prepare to spend
your money, especially If ladies be in
your party. I t is really a small city
of shops under blue colored concrete
arches divided into streets and alleys
devoted to some one commodity.
There are silver streets, brass streets,
rug streets, gold streets, leatherwork
streets and junk streets and all the
souvenirs you desire in silken abaies
embroidered in Damascus silver, am 
ber necklaces and copper-inlay coffee
sets can be had cheaper because of
the competition and most of the sel
lers know better than to cheat you,
for the guide with you will walk out
when an overcharge is attempted and
go next door.

Mrs. Ethel Moody and son Warren,
Misses Lucy Moody, Ruth Moody
Ruth Sprague, Winnifred Keating
and Gladys Sprague were Saturday
afternoon visitors in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Noyes and three sons
who are spending the month of July
at the Sprowl farm, were in Bar H ar
bor Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Towle who
have been employed in Palmer, Mass.,
for the past few years are at their
home here for an indefinite stay.
Miss Lucy T. Moody is spending a
few days with Mrs. Alice Davis in
Camden.
The thunder shower which passed
over this town Sunday evening was a
severe one. Leslie Hall’s store was
Senter Crane Company are giving
struck by lightning and burned, also a free ticket to the circus with every
Ralph Esancy’s store at Burkettville. cash purchase cf $5 or over—adv.

W h o w a s W ho?

Russia impresses us as a country
where It will be a long time before the
two - pant - suit movement makes
much headway.—Ohio State Journal.

B y LOUISE M . COMSTOCK

A B E L A R D

A N D

H E L O IS E

M O N D A Y SPE C IA L S
ONE LOT

NET RAYON UNDERWEAR
PANTIES and
BLOOMERS

DRESSES
Sheer Cool Frocks
nicely made, neatly
trimmed; figured pat
terns. Specially priced
at—

Value 39c
Special Price

29c

Special!

4 for $1.00

Other Dresses
$ 1 .9 5 and $3.98

flwmmng Tfiird Hose
Pure Thread Silk
Full Fashioned :
$1.25 Value
j
Per pair—

DRESS
MATERIAL
By the yard
|PJain and Figured
Piques, formerly 39c’
per yard
Special per pair

19c
Others at per pair
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50
and $1.95

*G O LD
SEA L

CHILDREN’S HOSE
One lot 25c Socks. Very special at—

2 p a ir 2 5 c

ffONCOLEUM

I w/

guarantee

RUGS
A few more first
quality Gold Seal
Rugs, size 9x12
feet, at special
price—

L SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
O R YOUR MONEY BACK

MAKAT. SFAI UTTH
damp ttrni

rdrajBrajBmaafafgfafefgjBJEremarF. J. S IM O N T O N CO.
Mrs. L. W. Hart; vice president, Mrs
W HITE H EA D
Cyrus P. Brown; secretary and treas
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Carter and
Ralph Shibles of Waterville, for urer, Miss Bessie Bowers. The judges
merly of Camden, has been spending were; Mrs. O. R. Benedict of New I J. W. Kelley attended the ball game
York, Mrs. Walter Brockway and Mrs. j at Vinalhaven last Saturday. Messrs.
a few days in town.
W. E. Wing of Portland, Mrs. Fred Wilson and Kelley played on the
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Knight and erick Kellogg and Miss Kellogg of Clark Island team.
children of Philadelphia are visiting Norristown, N. J., and Dr. J. C. BragH. W. Andrews was the guest of Mr.
relatives here.
don of Oardiner. The show was open and Mrs. George Higgins of Camden,
The auxiliary to the Sons of Union from 3 to 10 p. m. and every moment at their cottage Edge Rock. Sunday.
Veterans will meet a t Meigunticook someone was enjoying the beautiful
S. F. Flood of the coast guard who
Grange hall Friday evening at 7.30. display.
has been on 48-hour leave in JonesAll officers and members are urged to ,
' port returned Tuesday, accompanied
be present as business of importance |
B U R K E T T V IL L E
by Mrs. Flood and daughter who have
is to be transacted. The sewing circle i
been in Jonesport several weeks.
will be held in the afternoon and '
Mrs. Sarah Shattuck of Washing
L. B. Beale, MM.C.G., who has
there will be work for all.
ton has been visiting a t Mrs. Caro been on ten-day furlough in Millbridge returned home Tuesday and
Leigher’s.
was overnight guest Wednesday of
Tuesday’s Flower Show
A terrific thunder shower passed Mr. and Mrs. H. Andrews.
The Flower Show, sponsored by the over this section of the town Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham
Camden Garden Club, held in the evening.
recently spent 48-hour leave at Mon
opera house Tuesday will long be re
Monday morning around 1 o’clock ticello, with the formers overseas
membered as an outstanding event
and about 800 persons attended. The fire broke out about the store of chum during the World War, Henry
auditorium presented a beautiful pic Robert Esancy which resulted in a Faulkner.
Mrs. J. W. Kelley and two sons, Mrs.
ture and the display was wonderful. complete loss of building and goods.
This was the fourth show and in a t The building was owned by Sidney Clifford Elwell and two children and
tendance and beauty it far surpassed Maddocks. Much sympathy is ex Miss Jennie Long motored to Rock
all previous ones. Eleven of Cam pressed to both parties in their loss. land Monday. Mrs. Kelley was the
den's beautiful gardens were also open
A Farm Bureau committee meeting chauffeur.
Mrs. Clyde Grant who is attending
for inspection and Girl Scouts were was held at Gladys Linscott’s Tues
in readiness during the day to con day afternoon with Miss Lawrence Farmington Normal School was
weekend guest of her husband Clyde
duct visitors to them. Twelve classes present.
Grant of the Coast Guard.
of entries were listed, the prize awards
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Thurston have
Mrs. J. K. Lowe of Spruce Lodge
being blue ribbons for first place, red returned to New York after visiting
for second, gold for third and white a month with relatives in this place. recently spent the afternoon with
Mrs. H. W. Andrews, Norton's Island.
honorable mention and the following
Miss Jennie Long of Rockland is
Work is completed on the Burkett
awards were made:
also on a stretch of road in front the guest of Mrs. C. Elwell, Rocky
Class A, shadow boxes, Mrs. Ed Hill,
Hill Point.
ward W. Bok, first; Mrs. John Bird, of Miller’s store.
second.
Class B. window exhibit, inside con
tainer, Mrs. Alton French, first; Miss
Doris Dougherty, second;- Mrs. A. W.
Rich, third; outside container, Mrs.
W. H. Broadhead, honorable mention.
Class C, miniature gardens, Miss
Josephine Wentworth, first; Mrs.
Vi ell constructed of hard wood n icely varnished.
Schuyler Day, second; Ralph Hayden,
Jr., third.
Class D, exhibit of tables set for
various occasions, Mrs. Willard
Wight, first; Mrs. W. H. Stalker, sec
ond; Mrs. Joseph Defrees, third.
Class E, individual breakfast tray,
Mrs. W. J. Curtis.
Class F, wild flowers, Mrs. R. H.
Hayden, first; Mrs. Elizabeth Brom
ley, second; Miss Emma Conner,
third; a large exhibit by Mrs. A. O.
Pillsbury and the Girl Scouts, re
ceived honorable mention.
Class G, junior arrangement of cut
flowers, age limit, 12 years, Betty
MacNeille, 8 years, first; Margaret
Bromley, 8 years, second; Constance
Dodge, 10% years, third; Barbara
Gray, 10 years, fourth; Louise Hary,
11 years, fifth.
A ttra c tiv e ly painted
Class H, cut flowers, Rodger
Rhoades; annuals, Mrs. Arthur Pollstrip e canvas
Ion, first; Mrs. J. J. Borland, second;
seat
an d back
perennials. Mrs. O. P. Chapin, first;
o f good quality.
Miss Annie Russell, second and Mrs.
A. W. Rich, third; single choice
specimens, Mrs. William Delaney,
first; Mrs. J. R. Proctor, second; E.
34 inches high
E. Ames, third; Mrs. Willard Chapin,
Seat - 17x16 inches
fourth; sweet peas, E. E. Ames; hon
orable mention of perennials, Mrs. E.
E. Boynton.
Class I, artistic* arrangement, Mrs.
W. H. Stalker, first; Mrs. Chauncey
Keep, second; Miss Emma Conner,
third.
Class J, house plants, Mrs. Rollins,
first; Mrs. Dorothy Martin, second;
Miss Anne Boynton, third.
Local Distributors o f Philgas
Class K, exhibit by professional
growers, Silsby, first; Mrs. Chatef,
WE GIVE GREEN TRADING STAMPS
second.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Seaverns
received the distinguished prize for
the wonderful stage decorations of
lilies. Girl Scouts were in readiness
during the day to conduct visitors to
313-325 M ain Street
Rockland
Tel. 980
gardens on exhibition.
The following are officers of the
Club: President, Mrs. Ernest A. Rob
bins, Jr.; honorary vice president,

CA M DEN

‘ Folding Lawn Chair

3

I

(«. l i l t , W ( * t n H tn N M r Union. J

ASK FOR
. & H. GREEN
STAMPS or
GOLD BOND
STAMPS

F R ID A Y , S A T U R D A Y A N D

D ay

N THE Paris cemetery of PereLachnlse, on summer Sundays,
the sentimental still lay wreaths on
the tomb of two lovers, who died al
most 800 years ago, but are hero
and heroine of a love story which
still lives on In the fumous “Love
Letters of Abelard and Heloise.”
Abelard was a brilliant and hand
some young professor who by the
time he was twenty-five was a t
tracting thousands to his open-air
speeches for the rights of the In
dividual to make his own Intellec
tual Investigations. In, time he
came to verbal blows wth the ven
erable St, Bernard himself, who
stood for. traditional authority.
In 1117 Abelard was hired by the
canon of the Episcopal school in
Paris to tutor hls beautiful niece
Heloise, then Just seventeen. The
pair fell madly In love and fled to
gether to Brittany, where there was
a secret marriage. The relatives
of Heloise followed the couple,
found and separated them, and the
canon further hired men to invade
Abelard’s rooms and brutally mu
tilate him. Abelard In despair en
tered the monastery of St. Denis,
nnd Heloise, at his Instigation, be
came a nun.
Ten years later Heloise learned
that his retirement had not brought
her lover peace and wrote the first
of five famous love letters In which
Is revealed the tragedy of two nobla
In extending their help and sympathy souls who tried to forget each other
during our bereavement, and those who but could n o t. Abelard died In
furnished cars, and the many beautiful
1142; Heloise twenty years later.
floral offerings.

87-91 Mrs. Frank H. Slnunons.

Athleen W. McRae of Rockland
sold land in Rockland to Martha W.
Senter of Rockland.
George A. Sellers of Camden sold ]
land in Camden to James A. Brown
of Camden.
Myra S. Babbidge of Rockland sold
land in Rockland to V. F. Studley |
Company of Rockland.
C. Kendall Hopkins of Camden sold
land in Camden to the Inhabitants of ,
the Town of Camden.
Marion P. Moody of Thomaston
sold land in Thomaston to Knox Me- ]
m o ral Association of Thomaston.
Benjamin H. Munroe of Rockport
sold land in Warren to Gertrude J.
Lane of Warren, Maine.
Vernon L. H art of Auburn, Mass., j
sold land and buildings in Rockland i
to The State of Maine.
Mary E. Ware of Union sold land in
Union to Lillian A. Alden of Union.
Inhabitants of the town of Wash
ington sold land and buildings in ,
Washington to Waldo Christianson of j
Revere, Mass.
Mamie G. Carroll of Rockport sold
land in Rockport to Albert U. and
Wilma A. Rhodes of Rockport.
Annie J. Gardiner of Rockport sold
land in Rockport to Albert U.- and
Wilma A. Rhodes of Rockport.
William M. Hoffses of Portland sold
land and buildings in Cushing to El
len M. Hoffses of Portland.
Florence D. Bragg of Rockland sold
land and buildings in Hope to Charles
Wellington of Camden.

Campanula persicifolia and cam
panula pyradimalis are true peren
nials, coming up from the root each
spring and forming great clumps of
blue and white bells, and if these are
cut off after blooming a new crop of
blossoms will come later. Campanula
persificolia is from two to three feet
high while campanula pyramidalis
often attains a height of four or five
feet There are several more varieties
listed in catalogues, some of which I
have seen but have not tried and in
these chats I speak only of the plants
which I have had in my own garden
and can personally recommend.
• • • •
A
If you have a shady side of the
house where flowers will not bloom,
try setting a row of ferns along th at
side. The large fern which grows in
damp places by the side of the road
will take kindly to cultivation if taken
up in early spring, but don’t attempt
It after growth is well started. You
will need strong jrm s and consider
able perseverance for I have seen the
roots from one to three feet long and
as large round as my wrist. Fortu
nately these do not go straight down
but lie along the surface somewhat
like iris roots. I have one in my wild
garden which I dug from the swamp
across the street more than twentyfive years ago and each year it sends
up a big cluster of fronds at least
four feet high also several stems of
spores which are a real curiosity. It
THIS SUMMER IN VENICE
is the prettiest thing in that part of
the garden and requires no care
The Venetians, according to the
whatever.
latest report, have completed all a r
E A S T UNION
rangements for a gay and profitable
Summer. The 18th International Ex
M!r. and Mrs. John Starrett of hibition of Art will be held in the
Somerville, Mass., were recent visitors Public Gardens, and there never was
a city more finely adapted to an Ex
with friends in this place.
Mrs. U. S. Wincapaw met with a hibition of Art than Venice. In June
painful accident while washing Mon on the Lido, an elaborate and perma
day. The thumb of her right hand nent Luna Park will be opened with
was caught in the wringer nearly sev one of the famous night festivals to
ering it from the hand. She was commemorate the occasion. In July
taken to Knox Hospital where several will come the typical Venetian fes
stitches were necessitated, but no tival the Veglia del Rendentore. in
serious result is apprehended.
the Giudecca Canal, with its wonder
J. L. Dornan is digging a well near ful display of fireworks, while after
his home.
the sporting events of August, the
William Bailey of Woburn and great Venetian Regatta on the Grand
granddaughter Elinor Bailey arrived Canal will repay all who visit the
this week to join the other members City in September, enough to remem
of the family a t their summer home ber It for a life time.
here.
Mrs. Nina Fuller of Union was a THE GRAND BAZAARS OF STAMrecent visitor in this place.
BOUL

The weather man chooses an op
Iportune ..me to redeem some of his
I recent lapses by giving us a perfect
13 Plate Bonded Battery
I morning for the circus. Not only the
I clowns but everyone else a t the Pleas$ 5 .5 0
I ant street grounds ought to be wearling a broad grin reflecting the genial
smile of Old Sol. It is 69 a t 8 o'clock
this morning, wind northwest and a
A tag day Is planned for Saturday
warm day in prospect which is as it to conclude the active part of the
689
M A IN
S T .,
R O C K L A N D
should be Yesterday also was fair annual Salvation Army appeal. Over
8 1 -U
and warm, 74 a t noon, wind west.
$1100 has been raised to date and
th»re are many donators to be heard
Mrs. Marguerite Harris and Mrs. from. It is hoped that those who
Donald Perry are vacationing from were unable to give during the can
the Senter Crane store.
vass will drop something in the
The Auxiliary to Huntley-Hill
boxes and show their appreciation of Post, V.F.W., is to hold a box party
At Snow's yard the steamer Golden the Army’s work by wearing the tag. at the home of Mrs. Elizabeth CoiRod (Belfast and Castine route) is The campaign this year has been mier, Crescent street, next Wednes
receiving a new smokestack and en sponsored by the local advisory day night. Pour new members have
board, consisting of George B. Wood, been added to the roster.
gine repairs.
chairman, Homer E. Robinson, treas
A meeting of those interested in urer, P. P. Bicknell, H. A. Buffum,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tardiff who
Sunday observance and law enforce C. H. Duff, Joseph Robinson, W. O. have been residents of Rockland the
Puller,
Allan
P.
McAlary.
ment has been called to be held in
past 10 years went today to Waterville
the near future.where they will reside. Mr. Tardiff a
Apropos Chapman Day next S atur former employe of Fuller-Cobb-DaAnother week will see a vast im day, Dr. Chapman writes th a t he is vis has been active here in theatricals
provement in the industrial situation dtljghted to announce the great a rt and other social activities.
at St. George. Operations are being ist, Mme. Marie Sundellus of Met
resumed at Wildcat, with 75 hands ropolitan Opera House fame, who has
There will be a meeting of the
working, and a t Long Cove a similar just opened her summer cottage at L.T.L. at 2.30 Friday afternoon (note
number will be at work next Monday. Harrison, has consented to come as the change in date) at the Central
Clark Island has been busy for some guest of honor, to the luncheon and Maine clubroom. Thirty children of
concert and will sing one group of
days.
sohgs. Mme. Sundelius is well known between 8 and 13 years are wanted to
to, Maine music lovers and is a take part in the flower pageant to be
Mrs. Fred E. Brown of 33 Pacific ffcrorite
everywhere. She will surely given Aug. 10 on the lawn at Mrs. E.
street sends to this office a curious be a star
attraction, and will sing M. Lawrence’s summer home, upper
critter which seems to be a combina on the first half of the program. Beech street.
tion of moth and butterfly. The Many others celebrated in the musi
whatyoucallit is in the hands of the cal world will be present as honor
Accompanied by his parents Harold
butterfly editress, and Norman W. guests. Much interest has been Dondis leaves next Sunday for New
Lermond is asked to hie Henceward aroused, and a large attendance is York where he will undergo a screen
to identify it.
assured. Choruses will come from all test by the Century Film Corpora
puj'ts of the State and Rockland will tion. If it is successful he will im
mediately join a cast in the produc
A striped bug of pedigree unknown be* well represented.
tion of a picture. This lad who is a
to the entomology editor was brought
to The Courier-Gazette office yester ’p p a t the children's playground son of Joseph Dondis, manager of
Strand Th.er.tre has unusual talent,
day by Marlon Weymouth. Here's
hoping somebody brings the pomo they have a baseball team th a t has and a fine dramatic sense.
been
successful
thus
far
in
overcom
logies! editor some nice striped Red ing all Joes. In a doubleheader with
E. C. Moran, Jr., attends a meeting
Astrachans when they're ripe.
OOTs Head last week the playground of Kennebec County Democrats in
team won 16 to 3 and 18 to 8, and Waterville Thursday night, and will
Alton Palmer, until recently with against a team captained by Willis
the staff ef Sea View G arage was Anderson it rolled up a score of 17 be one of the speakers. The occasion
tendered a complimentary banquet to 3 The victory would have been is a complimentary banquet to F.
a t Drift Inn Tuesday night by 17 of bigger still if Meredith Dondis had Harold Dubord, Maine's new na
his- late associates. It was a jolly not struck out with three men on tional committeeman. Friday night
affair, assuming its highest pitch of bases. Elman Newman is captain Mr. Moran will address Waldo Coun
enthusiasm when Mr. Hutchinson in and lb. Frank Pietroski, manager ty Democratic gathering in Belfast.
behalf of the company presented Mr. and pitcher, and the other players
When Eugene H. Stockford cranked
Palmer with a cigarette lighter and are Robert Hastings c, Earl Withee
his car in front of Burpee & Lamb’s
case. Mr. Palmer has established the 2b,
Clarence Peters 3b, Arnold store Tuesday night he didn't know
business at 65 Limerock street known
Wright, ss, MacDonald lfj George what a kick he was going to get out
as Kent’s
Huntley cf, Meredith Dondis rf; subs, of it. I he motor did the most of the
Clarence Bowser, Gordon Bowser,
• The concert which Is to be given Freddie LaCrosse and Maynard Mc kicking, and the crank was hurled
by the Camden-Rockport Lions Club Cartney. Miss Helen Mattson, play through one of the plate glass win
dows. One of Mr. Stockford's wrists
at Camden Opera House next Tues ground director, is coach.
was injured, but it was not to be
day night will serve the double pur
compared to the pane which the
pose of earning funds for charitable
The editorial rooms were bright
endeavors, and giving the public an ened Tuesday by the presence of Miss window had.
opportunity to hear entertainers Klara E. Knecht, educational di
Rockland women, interested in the
whose names are household words rector of the Sells-Floto Circus which
Wherever music is appreciated. The is showing in Rockland today. Miss Republican party, met a t the Court
story of the program is told in an Knecht, who travels two days ahead House last night and were addressed
by Dr. Neil A. Fogg and Louis A.
other column.
of the circus has the remarkable Walker, candidates for representa
record of having talked over more
The annual field day of the East radio stations than any other person tives to Legislature; and Sheriff
ern Star, District 11, will take place in the country, nearly 200 when she Frank F. Harding. Organization was
Wednesday, Aug. 3, a t the Glencove talked over WLBZ in Bangor the effected with Mrs. Clara Emery as
Grange hall. It Is hoped every chap other day. In only two instances has president and Miss Eva Rogers as
secretary. There will be another
ter in the district will be represented,
s been refused, both times for
each chapter being asked to con purely commercial reasons. Her r a  meet#ig at the same place next Wed
tribute four numbers to the enter dio talk is educational, as it is before nesday night.
tainment program. Supper will be at school children and at children’s
The annual meeting of the Maine
6 o'clock, each chapter asked to take playgrounds, and if so desired by the
care of their own either by basket broadcasting agencies she eliminates Elks Association which Is to be held
lunch or soliciting, and to bring rfom it any reference whatever to at Oakland Park Saturday and Sun
dishes. Hot coffee will be served by Sells-Floto. Miss Knecht is a young day of next week is to be honored by
the association. All visiting Eastern woman of refined and attractive ap the presence of the new grand exalt
Star members are invited; supper will pearance and has little difficulty in ed ruler, Mr. Thompson, who has
made a special request that all ex
he ;rr.'cd them a t a small charge.
securing the co-operation she desires. alted rulers and secretaries of Maine
—
lodges meet with him in Rockland,
Citizens in general, and members
A technician of the New York staff July 31, as he has a message of im
of the Jewish colony in particular,
are greeting with pleasure I. L of Dr. William M. Scholl is giving portance for all Maine Elks. Mr.
Rosenbloom, a former Rockland resi special demonstrations at McLain's Thompson will be accompanied by his
dent, who for the past year, has bean, Shoe Store today, Friday and Satur wife and daughter, and Past Grand
Exalted Ruler John F. Malley of Bos
with his wife, an inmate of the Jew day.—adv.
ton. Severatl hundred Elks are ex
ish home in Portland. This institu
pected. Rockland Lodge of Elks will
tion is located at 158 North street and
keep open house.
has accommodations for 35 persons
in addition to the officials. It has Its
i -■
own synagogue, and life there is so ’ /
SO U T H W ALDO BO RO
pleasant and congenial that the
Rosenblooms are delighted with the
Ronald King and friend arrived at
place. Mr. Rosenbloom has been in
The Lindens Sunday.
this country 51 years, and resided in
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Studley and
Rockland 35 years, always occupying
little son were guests Sunday at
a place of esteem in the minds of his
George A. Palmer’s.
fellow citizens. He is the guest of his
Loris Little of Haverhill has joined
hls family here a t the home of his
son-in-law H. M. Dane during his
sister Mrs. George T. Palmer.
stay in Rockland.
Mrs. Minnie MacPhall and son of
Representatives of W. S. Rice. Adams.
Approximately 25 members of the N Y\. originator of the Rice Method for New York city are guests of Mrs.
the
self
treatm
ent
of
rupture
at
home,
Rockland Harmonica Band, under will be at the Hotel Rockland. Rockland. Jennie Scofield.
Mr. and Mrs. Smalley and daugh
the direction of Mrs. Ruth E. San Maine, Monday, August 1 to give a per
and free trial of hls method to all ter Beatrice of Tenant's Harbor were
born, go Saturday to Sidney, to take sonal
who want to end rupture Monday evening callers on Mr. and
part in Chapman Day at •lit Eastern sufferers
trouble and truss wearing.
Music Camp at Laki Messatonskee.
No m atter how bad the Rupture, how Mrs. W. G. Wallace.
Miss Frances Crowell was weekend
The girls will take along beach pa long you have had it. or how hard to
no m atter how many kinds of guest at A. J. Genthner's.
jamas, and the boys will wear the hold:
titts s e s you have worn, let nothing p
regular white suits with sashes of the vent you from getting this FREE TRL
BORN
band colors blue and gold. The chil Whether you are tall and thin, short and
have a large abdomen, whether LUNT—At Rockland. July 20. to Mr. and
dren are to have a parade and will stout,
you' think you are past help or have a
Mrs. Hvman W. Lunt. a daughter,
give their concert at noon. Ail mem rupture as large as your fists, this mar
Joyce Elizabeth.
bers are asked to furnish own lunch; velous Method will so control and keep HARDY—At Deer Isle, July —. to Mr. and
Up Inside as to surprise you. It will
money for incidentals, and swimming It
Mrs. James Hardy, Jr., a daughter.
So reetore the parts where the rupture
Lillian Josephine.
suits are to be taken by those who comes through th a t soon you will be as
wish to do so. There is to be a spe free to work at any occupation as though
DIED
cial rehearsal a t 10 o'clock Friday, and you had never been ruptured.
The trial will be absolutely complete COOLEN—At Deer Isle. July 15. William
all who are planning to take part in and
Coolen.
thorough without a penny of cost.
the Chapman Day exercises must at You owe
It to your own personal comfort LIGHT—At Palermo, July 12, Mrs. Angle
tend. Anyone w.io can furnish trans and safety not to miss the great free Light, aged 75 years.
demonstration.
It Is a real opportunity
portation Is asked to notify Mrs. San
to learn how you may be done with
CARD OF THANKS
1 born.
chafing trusses and the danger, suffer
We wish to th an k all who were so kind

C O M IN G
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Page Three

$1.39

is

T IE D
/ ~ \ N E hears o f forehanded young mod
erns who have the wed
ding invitations ordered
before the gentleman has
“ popped the question."
W e frown upon this prac
tice! But they should be
ordered early—and the
order should specify “ en
grave upon U nw eave
W edding Papers.” For
they are ultra-correct. The
rich vellum-like texture

, o f Unweave speaks elo
quently of the taste o f the
bride-to-be.
The Courier-Gazette

'w v e .— ,
W E D D IN G

PAPERS

Other Law n and Porch C hairs $ 1 .0 0 and up
Gliders in the new colors,

$ 6 .9 5

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

Page F our

Fvery-Other-Day

R ockland Courier-G azette, T h u rsd ay , July 21, 1 9 3 2

P aram ou n t’s “M ake M e a S ta r ” C ontest
PA RK THEATRE
Some of the most powerful marine !
scenes ever filmed are contained in I
"The Law of the Sea” which comes j
Friday and Saturday.
From the prologue which shows a
collision at sea between a small tramp
freighter and a hidden derelict dur
ing a tremendous storm, the action of
the melodrama builds up to a pow
erful climax in which a fireboat, its
hoses spouting water, goes out to
rescue the passengers of a burning
ship. The thrilling action is sus
tained throughout by the gripping
characterizations of William Farnum.
the star. Sally Blane, the leading
lady, Ralph Ince, who plays the vil
lain. Rex Bell, likeable juvenile, and
those splendid actresses. Eve South
ern and Priscilla Dean.—adv.

STRA N D TH EA TR E
"Society Girl," presenting James
Dunn as a ring hero hopelessly in
love with a pampered pet of society.
I and with Peggy Shannon in the “tie
j role, will be the featured attraction
! Friday and Saturday.
The locale of the story, which re| volves around the romance o£ Dunn
i and Miss Shannon, is supposedly
New York City although it may be
any large city in America. After
their meeting at a lawn fete given by
Miss Shannon at her Southampton
country home, the fighter and the
society girl begin a whirlwind court
ship th a t soon entangles them in
more trouble than cither had bar
gained for. Spencer Tracy, as Dunn's
fight manager and closest pal, is the
one to resent the constant intrusion
of Miss Shannon into the routine of
the training camp His orders are
not carried out and Dunn receives
a terrific beating in the ring. How
this situation is cleared up and the
three once again reunite in friendship
and love makes up the balance of the
film drama.—adv.

Results
Count

B u d w e is e r
MALT

Left-Handedness R ife
in T rib e of B en jam in
No passage In the Bible justifies
the common belief that all the de
scendants of Benjamin were lefthanded. The tribe of Benjamin
wag always the smallest of the
tribes of Israel and left-handed
ness seems to have been more com
mon among them than among other
people. Judges 20:15, 16 says:
“And the children of Benjamin were
numbered at that time out of the
cities twenty and six thousand
men that drew sword, beside the In
habitants of GIbeah, which were
numbered seven hundred chosen
men. Among all this people there
were seven hundred chosen men
left-handed; every one could sling
stones a t a hair breadth, and not
miss." Judges 3:15 says In p art:
“But when the children of Israel
cried unto the Lord, the Lord
raised them up a delivered, Ehud
the son of Gera, a Benjaminlte, a
man left-handed.” I Chron. 12:2
Indicates that they were ambidex
trous: ‘"They were armed with
bows, and could use both the right
hand and the left In hurling stones
and shooting arrows out of a bow,
even of Saul's brethren of Benja
min.”—Pathfinder Magazine.

V IN A L H A V E N

Possible to Read by
L ig h t Mushroom Gives
Mrs. Ola Ames, School street, en
tertained the Necdlecraft Club Wed
Reading by the light of mush
nesday.
rooms Is a novel experience.
A
Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Lenfest of striking phenomenon shown by cer
New’ York arrived last week for the tain fungi Is luminosity of phos
season and are occupying th e Wil phorescence, according to Vera K,
liam Johnson apartment on School Charles, pathologist of the United
street.
States Department of Agriculture,
W. Adelbert Smith and O. V. Drew and an Australian species of mush
went to Rockland by plane Tuesday rooms is said to give out such a
afternoon to attend the Democra'ic clear, emerald-green light th at It Is
rally.
A Glimpse of Moviedom! Above is a scene on a set at the Paramount Studios, with Adrienne Ames receiv
possible to read by It. The phos
Mrs. Lucy Coombs is substituting phorescence sometimes noticed In
ing the attention of the make-up expert before making a "take.” At the right Claudette Colbert stands beside
at Senter Crane’s while Miss Mar dead wood Is caused by the under
Casting Director Fred Datig's measuring stick, which will be used to determine the height.of the Panther
garet Coombs is out on a sh o rt vaca ground or vegetative part of the
Woman. Below is the Hollywood home of the Panther Woman—the beautiful Hotel Ambassador, where the
tion.
•
mushrooms, which often gives off a
fortunate girl selected for this role will live during the filming of “Island of Lost Souls.”
Mrs. Adriel Bird of Rockland, re bright glow that may be seen from
cently returned from a “ trip abroad, some distance. Phosphorescence Is
was guest Saturday of M rs. Cook sometimes shown by the mushroom
I
THE COURIER-GAZETTE PL'BLIX THEATRES
Sholes.
UNION
T h reat to Civilization
Itself, as In the cases of Clitocybe
Miss Marjorie Coombs of Acton,
MAKE ME A MOVIE STAR CONTEST
Seen by W rite r in 184S j Arnold Teague has moved his fami- Mass., was recently a guest of Mr. llludens, commonly known as jacko’-lantern, and Panus styptlcus, a
•All around us the world Is con | ly into the Fred Philbrook house.
and Mrs. Emil Coombs a t CravenName
Age
Proctor Carr of New York and New thirst, the Fifield bungalow at Old very common species. Phosphores
vulsed by the agonies of great na
cence in mushrooms has been the
tions.
Governments which lately [ Hampshire was a guest over the Harbor.
basis Id some countries for fairy
seemed likely to stand during ages weekend of the H. H. Stickney fami
Miss Ruth Drew and friends who
Street
City or Town..
w’ere with her at the hom e of her stories and superstitions about
have been of a sndden shaken and ly at their cottage.
Eugene Domry and family of Ver aunt, Mrs. Susan Hopkins, Schoo! ghosts.
overthrown. The proudest capitals
State .................Tel..................... H eig h t................... Weight
mont are visiting Miss Anne Thurs street, have returned hom e to Som- (
of western Europe have streamed ton.
ervtlle, Mass.
with civil blood. All evil passions,
(If under 18, parents must sign below).
W a n te d
H e r R ig h ts
Misses Verne Whitten and Lula
Mr. and Mrs. James Davol and
I herewith permit my daughter to enter.
the thirst of gain and the thirst of Mason of Belfast were callers at Mrs.
An
Insurance
agent called upon
Howard McFarland Jr. are at the
vengeance, the antipathy of class J. D. Thurston's Monday.
Signature of Guardian,
Mrs. Potter for her weekly pre
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Berger
Mag
to class, the antipathy of race to
Mrs. Jeanette Dunton of Rockland
mium, and she Informed him of her
Mother or Father ............................................................. i.........................
race, have broken loose from the is at her old home here for a few nuson and Miss Jane M cFarland also Intention to remove Immediately.
of Randolph. Mass., is a guest of
Fill out this entry blank and take or mail it, with your photograph,
control of divine and human laws. days.
“And when may I expect the van?"
Rev. and Mrs. R. H. Moyle are away Frances Conway.
to the manager of your nearest Publix Theatre
Fear and anxiety have clouded the
she added. Not quite understand
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
W.
Swan,
recent
for
a
vacation.
Mrs.
MacDonald
of
faces and depressed the hearts of
of Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Lane ing the question, the agent asked
millions. Trade has been suspend Rockland will occupy the pulpit next aguests
Sunday morning. Mr. Howell will t Shore Acres, left Tuesday for their her for an explanation, and eventu
THE CITY OF BUCHAREST
University, but the tourist, there per ed, and Industry paralyzed. The conduct the Friday evening service summer home at Crow P oint, Mass.
ally discovered that a furniture van
haps for only a few days wanders rich have become poor; and the poor
Virgil Smith of W oodland and was what was required. “Yes," con
The Capital of Rumania is full ot down the Calea Victoriei. among the have become poorer. Doctrines hos this week.
During the absence of the pastor Louie Smith of Saylesville, R. I., are tinued Mrs. Potter, “the company
interest to the traveler and tourist, steady throng of the elite, officers I tile to all sciences, to all arts, to there will be no Sunday evening serv visiting their parents Mr. and Mrs does all that, you know, free of
whether there for business or pleasure 1resPlendent in their uniforms, peas- i all industry, to all domestic chari ice at the Methodist Chureh.
Llewellyn Smith.
charge." ‘T he company!” gasped
ants in national costumes selling t
Mrs. Addie Russell and Mrs. Nora
The business man goes there for its fresh fruits. gipsies and beggars, the ' ties, doctrines which. If carried into
The annual field day picnic of the ag en t ‘‘Furniture van—free!"
large commerce in oil distilling, j while he visits the fashionable shops. , effect, would. In 30 years, undo all Andrews of Jefferson visited Mrs. Eastern Star chapters will be held at “Look here," said the lady, with an
Ralph Wallace Tuesday.
Glencove Aug. 3 in the la te afternoon air of finality. “Here's a list of
tanning and its vast enterprises from the Palace, the Academy or makes that 30 centuries have done for
Miss Thelma Russell was at Mrs and evening.
mankind, and would make the fair
your own rules—'Members remov
machinery manufacture to textiles, for some home, among the lovely garRalph Starrett's Tuesday. On re
Reuben Carver is in Rockland.I ing from one district to another will
many a student from foreign lands den encircled villas in the wide Aven- est provinces of France and Ger turning to her home at Cooper’s
many as savage as Congo or Pata
guest of his sister Mrs. Ibrook Cross. be transferred free of charge'!”—
joins the 21.000 who attend its ues off the main thoroughfare.
gonia, have been avowed from the Mills she was accompanied by Miss
Rev. Harold Gould of Gloucester, | London Tit-Bits.
Elizabeth Saunders who has been
Mass., spent a few days th is week as
tribute and defended by the sword. visiting ftlrs Starrett.
. . . The truest friends of the
Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas have guest in the home of h is uncle Frank
people have with deep sorrow recently been overnight guests of Mr. Winslow.
Old Prohibitory L a w *
owned that Interests more precious and Mrs. Edward Creighton.
“One Is apt to think of our times
than any political privileges were In
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Potter, who have
On Saturdays only, beginning July as too much ridden with prohibitory
jeopardy, and that It might be nec been a t the Stickney cottage returned 23, excursion rates from the island to 1 laws of all sorts,” observes a
W IL L L IK E THE L IN C O L N
Rockland and return will be one fare | writer In a Vancouver (B. C) paper.
essary io sacrifice even liberty In Monday to their home in Belmont.
plus 25 cents. Tickets good for date j "Other days also suffered, for in
order to save civilization.”—Macau
of sale only.—adv.
86-87 1 turning the pages of history one
lay, "History of England,” 1849.
This modern hotel meets every
NORTH HO PE
finds that King William II of Eng
possible requirement for on en
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry and E.
‘A carpet should be beaten slowly,” land and English-American colonies
joyable visit
W o o d c u t D esigns S till
Donald Perry were recently dinner says a spring-cleaning hint. The signed a law that ‘no person may
Every one of its 1400 R O O M S con
Used to Stamp Fabrics guests of Mrs. Laura Osborne at her average husband, suspecting that he use or sell any buttons made of
cottage at Lincolnville Beach. It Is will be requested to perform this op
tains a RADIO, PRIVATE BATH
Hand woodblocking, the oldest one of the loveliest spots on the eration, beats is as fast as he can — cloth, serge, drugget, frieze or cam
let, on pain of paying 40 shillings
(tub and shower) and SERVIDOR.
form of printing known, still sur Maine coast with a broad view of bay The Humorist (London).
for every dozen.'
vives In the modem mass produc and islands, a fine bathing beach and
A few minutes to theatres, shops,
“Manufacturers of metal buttons
tion methods of the traditionally all the many other attractions, and a
business centers and all R.R.Terminals.
at the time happened to have had
3,000-year-old mohair textile Indus very enjoyable day was spent there.
Neu)
great political Influence and used it
ROY M O W .T O M
Leland Perry and Carl Reed of
try.
M onoger
For the same reason, Queen Anne
Spacious Sample Rooms
A group of artisans whose fa Owl's Head were dinner guests Satur
prohibited wooden buttons."
thers and grandfathers before them day of Mr. Perry’s parents at Wil
low-Brook.
Prevents Large Pores
were woodcut designers an() carvers,
Stays on Longer
Calvin Aldus of Searsmont is work
are perpetuating the art St Stand- ing for W. E. Hall. His brother Ray For a youthful complexion, use new
In d ia n * o f M ixed B lo o d
ford (Me.) mills, mohair velvet mond Aldus has been helping with wonderful MELLO-GLO Face Powder.
The Mohican Indians of whom
weavers. They work, uniquely, al the haying at Willow-Brook the past Hides tiny lines, wrinkles and pores James Fenlmore Cooper wrote In
most In the center of forests of week.
New French process m akes it spread the "Last of the Mohicans" were a
clanging machinery, looms and spin
A surprise party and variety more smoothly and stay On longer. group of tribes of Algonquin In
4 4 th -4 5 th S T . 8 t h AVE.V N.Y.C>
' W '* ■•
dles that line the four-mlle-aisles of shower was tendered Mr. and Mrs. No more shiny noses. Purest face dians which formerly lived In Con
Charles Meservie Wednesday evening powder known. Prevents large pores. necticut and New York. Many of
the big ultra-modem milla
today for new. wonderful face
Their job Is to keep on hand con of last week at the home of her par Ask
powder, MELLO-GLO, th a t suits the Mohicans lost their Identity by
ents Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Bennett.
tinuously more than 1,100 Individ
The series of thunder showers every complexion. C om er Drug Store mingling with the Delaware, Iro
The Ideal H otel for Y ou in BO STO N
ual woodblock designs for applica which visited this section Sunday did and all other good stores.
quois and other tribes of Indians,
Is T he N ew
tion on mohair velvets as they come some damage, but the rain that des
but notwithstanding Cooper’s story,
off the looms. Many of the wood cended was much needed. The
mixed blood remnants still survive
V
IN
A
L
H
A
V
EN
A
N
D
blocks are highly decorative and de drooping gardens and low water sup
In the vicinity of Norwich, Conn.,
tailed in design. They are stamped plies were given new life and the
RO CK LAND
and Stockbridge, Mass. The notori
George T. Cavanaugh; Mgr.
rain coming on the fields w’here the
on the fabric by hand.
ous Pequots were a renegade group
STEA
M BO A T CO.
grass
had
been
cut
will
mean
much
A t North S tation
of the original Mohicans.—Detroit
Methods of handblock carving
B O A T S
also
to
the
next
year
hay
crop.
DIRECT ENTRANCE FROM B. & M. STATION
News.
have changed little since their In
Between
Sympathy is extended to Mr. and
R O C K L A N D
ception. Sometimes motorized dies
Mrs. Leslie Hall of Appleton whose
are used - to speed production, but store was burned during the showers V i n a l h a v e n , N o r t h H a v e n , S t o n i n g t o n ,
All T ransit Facilities a t Door
B ir d V ictim o f F a sh io n
S w a n ’s I s l a n d
many of the first type of tools are Sunday evening.
The
klttlwake, a member of the
SUMMER
ARRANGEMENT
still
used,
and
the
personal
handi
A TOWER OF
Mrs. Emma Simmons and little
gull family that Inhabits the Arctic
JUNE 20
work of the carver controls the granddaughter were recently supper
HOSPITALITY
S u b je c t T o C h a n g e W i t h o u t N o tic e
regions of Europe and North Amer
artistry of design.
guests of Mrs. A. I. Perry.
Each Room equipped with a Tub and Shower - - Built-In
E a s te rn S t a n d a r d
T im e
ica, takes Its name from Its queer,
Radio Speaker (Three Station Service) — Tickless Electric
D A IL Y , S U N D A Y S
E X C E P T E D
plaintive cry. These birds grow
Clock - - Servidor - - Circulating Ice Water - - French
PA LER M O
V IN A L H A V E N
L IN E
to a length of from 16 to 18 Inches,
S h o es D en oted R ank
Telephone - - Full Length Mirror.
er leaven V in a lh a v e n dally ex
and are generally white with bluish
About the year 40 A. D. the shoes
Mr. and Mrs. I. N. Quigg spent cepSteam
New England's Most Modernly Equipped
t Sunday at 7 00 A. M. an d 1 00 P. M
gray back and wings, yellow beaks
of the wealthier classes were en Sunday a t Cooper's Mills.
A rriving at Rockland a t 8.20 A. M and
and Perfectly Appointed H o tel...................
2.20 P. M. Returning le a v e s Rockland at
and legs of brownish black. They
riched
with
precious
stones.
The
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oscar
Turner
and
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster Bar and Soda
A. M and 3 SO P M. d ir e c t for Vinal
patricians wore ivory crescents on daughter Beatrice were in Damari 9.30
h a v en , arriving at 10.50 A. M. and 4.50 have been ruthlessly slaughtered on
Fountain offer wide variety of food and service
the British Islands for the millin
the Instep to distinguish them from scotta Sunday, guests of their daugh P. M
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
S T O N IN G T O N
&
S W A N ’S
IS L A N D
ery trade.
the lower ranks of people. An In ter Phyllis.
For One—$2.50 up. For Two—$4.00 up
L IN E
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tibbetts en
teresting explanation of the old
Write for Descriptive Literature
er leaves Sw an's Isla n d dally ex
phrase ‘‘heroes of the sock and tertained Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Fred cepSteam
Sundays st 6 00 A. M .. Stonington
A u to m o b ile “D r iv e n ”
Tibbetts of Portland and niece Miss 6.55,t North
Haven 7.50; d u e at Rockland
buskin”
received
Its
origin
at
this
Hotel Manger, North Station, Boston, Mass.
Dorothy Tibbetts of Keene. N. H , a b o u t 9.00 A M R e tu r n in g . leaves
An
automobile
Is neither pushed
time,
notes
a
Vancouver
(B.
C.)
pa
53*137
whose brother Kendrick Tibbetts is R ockland at 2 00 P. M.; N orth Haven nor pulled. Pushing and pulling im
per. The actors of this period used spending the summer here.
3 00; Stonington at 4 00; d u e to arrive at
plies some outside force. An auto
Sw an 's Island about 5.00 P. M.
to wear very large masks, so that
Sidney Allen of Massachusetts Is
74-tf
mobile Is driven. The driving pow
the body appeared disproportionate assisting Stetson Glendenning with
B. H. 8TINSON. G e n e r a l Agent.
er is produced by an Internal com
ly small. To remedy this and to his haying.
bustion engine mounted on its own
raise their stature In order to ap
Clarence Hannon is working for
Locttta on Brum
frame, and the power for driving
pear
more
commanding,
a
thickCharles
Hannon.
Hill N m le l/u
purposes Is transmitted to the rear
Mr. and Mrs. William Marden
soled
boot
was
Invented
and
called
S till Houh
wheels through an appropriate
the buskin. This shoe was used, spent Sunday at A. Y. Scates.'
mechanism.
Cedric Sukeforth of South Liberty
however, only In tragedy scenes; In
comic scenes a shoe similar to the spent the weekend in town.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Tibbetts are
solea or slipper called the soccua visiting In Winthrop.
was used.
Since 1840 this firm h as f a l t h f i » ' i » 1 W ILLIAM E. D O R N A N
J u s t a few m in u te s’ w alk to th e th e a tr e , financial,
served the families of K nox County
T u r tle
D a te d 1 8 8 3
S W A N 'S ISLAND
LADY ATTENDANT
& SON, Inc.
an d sh o p p in g c e n te rs
Newington, Conn.—Still apparent
D a y
T e le p h o n e
4 5 0 — 7 8 1 -1
Jkcwu without bntk 9a.jo up; with bath. $3.50 up. Complete Restaurant anil Cafeteria Senita.
On
Saturdays
only,
beginning
July
ly In the prime of life, a turtle bear
C em etery M em orials
ing the carving, “North H av en - 23, excursion rates from the island to
BU R PE E’S
Rockland
and
return
will
be
one
fare
EAST UNION, MAINE
1883,” was found by mushroom
BO STO N. MASS.
R O C K L A N D , ME.
plus 25 cents. Tickets good for date
pickers here.
Of sale only.—adv.
86-47

YOU TOO

W onderful
Face P ow der

N e w HOTEL

H o tel M A N G E R

500

R oom s

IIM H U U IIV H I

►EMBALMING 1
MOTORAMBUlANd

H o t e l B e lle v u e

«-tf

R o w ers that K ill
a

A ll P lie s o r M o sq u ito es w it h

P erfum ed M i s t 1
There is a flower, grown in Japan,
which these insects cannot toler
ate. Modem research has discover
ed th at its ex tra ct kills them a t a
touch. This ia the basis of Fly-Tpx.

Use Fly-Tox fo r your home pro
tection. S tart when the first fly or
mosquito appears. Keep up this
war on these deadly pest*. They
are your worst enemies.

Svery lot is tested on flies in our
laboratory The efficiency is guar
anteed. The odor pleasant, the
extra strength makes it very ec j-

nomlcal. Use i t because nothin*
is too good fo r the safety of your
home. Go get i t today—it’s harm
less to people, stainless, sure.
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
1-The nave of a wheel 52-Point of compass
(abbr.)
4-Nocturnal mammal
53-Dry
7-Spanish title
56- Part from part
9-Killed
11- Sorrow
57- Ache
12- A continent (abbr.) 59-Prefix. Thrice
13-Court of Appeal
j60-Myself
(abbr.)
[61-Negative
!62-Sick
14- Tear
16-To unite together
63-Wandered from the
17- Rims
truth
19-English school
65-Slope
21- Exists
67- Fintsh
22- Gay
68- Potnt of compass
23- Very
(abbr.)
24-Chief actors
VERTICAL
28- Ending of noun3 of
action
1-Llstgn
2 -Ahead
29- Happiness
3- Foolish play
32-Performs
4- An explosion
34-Fog-horns
5- College degree
36- Hawaiian food
(abbr.)
37- Adult males
SS-gteeplea
6 - Fatigue
7,-Male descendants
41-Wastes
44- Garden tool
8 - H alf of a diameter
9- Landscapes
4 5 - Head covering
47-Ventures
10- lnsept egg
11- Squander
49- ltalian river
15-A«sumes an attitude
50- The nostrils

V E R T IC A L

( C o n t i)

16-Preflx. Twlea
18-A fish
20-And not
,
25- lndefinite article
26- Very fast
27- To make grooves
29- A confession of faith
30- A reddish orange
31- Half an em
33-Bind
3 5 - M ls c h le v o u s

c h ild

38- Pleasure
3 9 - F a th e r

40- Pattemed
41- A ft part of a

s h ip

(pi.)
42- Debtor (abbr.)
43- 0 id
44- Minaral spring
46-A constellation
48-Japaneee eoln <
5 0 - Nominated
5 1 - An ecclesiastical
vestment
54- Anger
,
5 5 - D re a d fu l

Evergreen trsa

5 7 5 8 - H lg h

6 4 -R o y a l

1

( m u s ic )
N a v y

(a b b r.)

P r e v io u s

P u tx le )

6 6 - L lk t

( S o lu tio n

N O R T H W A S H IN G T O N
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The blueberry crop here this year f
HEItl f lO R E
is about two-thirds normal. Prices
□ □S B B o J
are very low, and the demand small,
sTo|D|
and it hardly pays to pick and. take
them to market.
Roy Lenfest of South Liberty
helped his father M. W. Lenfest, with
his haying last week. The hay crop
here is from a quarter to onerhalf
less than usual.
Miss G ertrude Prescott and her
sister Ruth are picking berries for
Mrs. F. W. Cunningham.
Mrs; Rolin Woosley of Providence
is the guest of Mrs. M. W. Lenfest.
Mrs. Fred Cole of Augusta and j
daughter Phyllis were calling on j
S O U T H C H IN A
friends in this place Monday. ‘
r
The Zonta Health Camp a t the re
Mrs. Roy Lenfest and Walter
Flanders of South Liberty, "Mrs. modelled Quaker Church Is enter'
Forest Chapm an of Razorville and taining 11 children with Miss W ash
Miss Ruth Lenfest picked berries for burn, daughter of Commisslonei
Washburn, as dietitian, and other
Mrs. M. W. Lenfest last week.
Simon T urner has bought some of trained assistants.
Mrs. Herbert Esancy for the past
the old lumber from the blown down
barn on the H. F. Evans farm, and two weeks has been caring for her
Forest Chapm an is moving ft by daughter Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald and
truck to Mr. Turner’s place.
1
little daughter Arlene Ella, born
Maurice Lenfest was home oVer June 30.
Sunday from Wakefield, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ring who
A thunder storm lasting nearly all have been boarding with her parent
day and p art of Sunday night, while Mr. Ring was employed In thh
brought a regular deluge of rain.' It vicinity are now at Freedom wherq
was much needed however by all he is on a S tate shovel Job.
growing crops, as the ground had be
Mrs. A rthur Libby, son Roger and
come very dry, and some crops were friends of Lincolnville ware a t H erb]
wilting.
.ii,
ert Esancy's Saturday, enroute fron
Waterville.
Mrs. Elizabeth Thurston has been
LIN C O LN V ILLE
a guest a t the home of her daughter
Mrs. Lena Rankin accompanied by Mrs. Fred Crossman.
her mother visited friends in Rock
Camp Abenakis opened July 2 and
land Monday.
all seem to be enjoying the regulaf
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Richardson offerings of horses, ponies, wood«J
and son of Malden, Mass., were week working, canoeing etc. Counclllo
end guests a t the Hall cottage.
and Mrs. Robinson and daughter ard
Mr. and Mrs. Willis McKinney and occupying the big tent. Counclllo]
daughter of Camden are occupying Ellsworth's family are a t Bout
their home on Harvill's Hill for the China and the new chef is a M assa]
summer.
chusetts teacher.
Miss W ealthy Richards of Boston
is passing her vacation with her sis
ter Mrs. H. A. Miller and Mrs. Rubie
Atheams.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Jackson who
have been guests of Mr. anfl"Mrs.
Parker Young have returned— to
F e e ls S t r o n g e r T h a n E v e r
Skowhegan.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Olapr^ of
Bangor W’ere weekend guests
Just to prove to any doubtful m a n
Ch e
Mrs. May (Brown) Knight of f t
or woman th- a t- —Kruschen
Salts is the
land who has been employed as nurse i SAFE way to reduce—let us take th<
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A rtie letter of Mr. F J. Fritz of Cincinnati
Knight returned home Sunda)-.
> Ohio, recently received.
H e w r it e s : “ I ’ v e tr ie d e x tr e m e d ie t
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Young of 8elfast were guests Sunday of Mr. and I n g , s e t t i n g u p e x e r c i s e s w i t h v e r j
Mrs. Fred Dickey.
;, o > l i t t l e r e s u l t s — b u t t h e r e s u l t s f r o n
Miss Dorothy and Master Foster K r u s c h e n a r e a l m o s t i n c r e d i b l e . In I
Young of Boston are passing a,few m o n t h s I r e d u c e d f r o m 2 0 5 t o 1 7 :
p o u n d s a n d
fe e l s tro n g e r t h a n
e v e r weeks a t Earle Young's.
Mrs. Annie Smith of Northport was n o m o r e w h e e z i n g o r g a s p i n g f e i
an all-day guest of Mrs. Carrie Hall b r e a t h — f r i e n d s s a y I l o o k 1 0 0 % b e t
te r.”
Thursday.
<ix
Tranquility Grange will hold Its
Bear in mind, you fat man, tha
regular session Saturday evening there Is danger In too much fa t—trj
after three weeks vacation.
the safe way to reduce—one-half tea
Friends are pleased to know -that spoonful of Kruschen Salts In a glas
of hot w ater every morning—cu
oatlent a t Waldo County Hospital. down on fatty meats and sw eetsBelfast was able to return to Jiis one bottle th a t lasts 4 weeks cost:
home Sunday following an operation, but a trifle—get It at David L. Mc
and Mrs. Ralph Knight,
* C a r t y ’ s q r a n y d r u g s t o r e i p the world

□

£]£]□(*]

Man L o st 2 6 Pounds
L o o k s 100% B e t t d
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Every-Other-Day

Explain Evolution as
Result of Inner U rg e
Herbert Calderwood with Mrs. CalRockville 7, South Thomaston 6
Arlstogenesls, sprung by Prof.
Rockville took South Thomaston’s derwood and daughter Jean who have
Henry Fairfield Osborn on the Na
measure Wednesday night a t Rock recently arrived from Cleveland,
tional Academy of Sciences at Yale,
ville In a thrilling seven-inning game. Ohio, are at the home of Mrs. Williajn
seems to be a modification of what
The win tied the series between the Snowdeal for an indefinite stay.
some biologists have been calling
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lane, Mrs.
two teams at two games apiece.
orthogenesis for years. By ortho
Rockville had a three-run lead up Dorothy Lane and daughters Thelma
genesis Is mennt evolution In
to the fourth Inning, when the Keag and Beatrice have returned from a
straight lines.
put four runs across to lead 4-3. weekend motor trip to Edgartown
Rockville tied it at four all in. the Mass.
Those who believe in this view
fourth. Mattson replaced Hamalaihave made much of the horse, the
Capt Charles Wooster and son Hol
neh in the fourth. With two out in lis motored to Sullivan Monday for
camel and the tltnnothere In prov
the sixth. Keag scored two ruBs to a few days’ trip.
ing tnat there is direction in evo
lead 6-4, but Rockville put over three
Miss Marion Weidman and Mrs
lution. Thus millions of years ago,
runs in their half. In the seventh, Ibra Ripley were supper guests Mon
when they were about- ns big as St.
Bill Maklnen singled and Drink- day of Miss Della Larson.
Bernard (logs, horses started to get
water reached first as Graffam boot
Mr. and Mrs. George W innett and
rid of their toes and to lengthen
ed his hard grounder. ' Collomore
their legs. They began with five
made a spectacular catch o t Gil- son Arthur of Quincy, Mass., are for
toes and wound up with one. They
chrest's pop fly in short left field and two weeks at the home of Mrs. Annie
raised themselves on stilts, as it
doubled Makinen ofT second. Matt Small.
Miss Margaret Marriner and Eu
son whilTed Art. Maklnen for the
were, and grew bigger and speedier
final out. T. Helln and Bill Maklnen gene Dupre of Chesuncook were
In the process. What made the
got three out of four to lead the bat guests last week of Mrs. Alberta
horse change? Not his surround
Packed in half pound foil packages. S A V E
ters while Collomore made one of Young at Locust Lodge in Lincoln
ings, apparently, nor any definite
those once In a lifetime catches. The ville.
organic advantage. So Professor
50 C oupons and receive a beautiful I 5
With Clarence Fish a t the wheel,
score:
Osborn and those who hold with
Miss Marion Weidman and Miss
South Thomaston
him explain evolution as a result of
Della Larson motored to Auburn
ab r bh tb po a
piece L ustre W are T ea Set
some Inner urge to change In a par
Jackson, 2 b ...... 4 0 1 a 0 1 0 Tuesday with Mrs. Ibra Ripley who
ticular way. Natural selection ttien
Hopkins, 3b .... 3 1 1 2 3 1 0 was returning there after a few days’
proceeds to standardize the species.
Putnam, l b ...... 3 1 1 1 3 0 1 visit at the Weidman home. Mrs.
W. Maklnen, p 4 1 3 4 0 1 0 Ripley went Wednesday to Boston to
Opponents of Professor Osborn
Drinkwater, c .... 4 0 0 0 11 1 3 meet her daughter and will later re
and orthogenesis argue that there
Oilchrest, rf .... 3 1 I 1 0 0 0 turn to Rockport for a longer visit.
are very few examples of straightArt. M-’kinen, If 4 1 2 2 0 0 0
Twenty-five members and guests of
O n sale at all leading grocers
line evolution. There are, for
Thomas, ss .... 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 the Trytohelp Club were entertained
example, abortive fossil horses
Am. Makinen, cf 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 at a picnic supper Monday evening
in South America—creatures that
69-th 84
at the home of Mrs. Leona Salisbury.
thickened their limbs and spread
31 6 9 12 18 4 5 Tables arranged on the lawn were
out the hoof. There are also abor
Rockville
loaded with good things to eat, and
tive titanotheres.
ab r bh tb PO a e out-door sports and games were also
EA ST SE A R SM O N T
DEER ISLE
Ladd, cf ........... 4 2 2 3 0 0 0 enjoyed. This club. In keeping with
Equally puzzling are creates (mol
Collomore, ss .... 4 0 0 0 3 2 0 its name, is always ready to aid (n
Edward Southworth, who was in j Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Butler, son
lusks, for example) that evolved
T. Helln, 3b .... 4 1 3 4 0 0 0 every way possible, a fact which was
along lines that led to extinction. the Bermuda races in which the b o a t! and two daughters, of East BrainGraffam, 2b .... 4 0 1 2 1 2 I again demonstrated on this occasion
Three herds of gigantic elephants letters “commissary department." can and European features is Neither old-fashioned Darwinism he was on came in second, has joined tree, Mass., were recent guests of Mr.
Mattson. If, p.... 4 1 1 1 0 2 1 as in response to a previous request were added to the animal population Steward George Davis and his chefs promised by the Sells Floto manageand Mrs. David Young.
nor orthogenesis can tell us why. his family at their cottage here.
Crockett, rf .... 3 0 0 0 0 0 Q each member contributed th e equiva i f Rockland today. Early this morn and waiters have but or.e hour to pre ’ ment. Among them will be the Loya
Newell Preble of Camden was re
Matthew Fay returned Sunday to
M. Starr, lb .... 2 1 1 2 7 0 0 lent of a pound or more of groceries, ing when the Sells Floto Circus ar pare breakfast for the 965 peoplfe RepensW Troupe from Russia, the
Quincy, Mass., having spent several cently at L. L. Morse’s.
E. Lofmagi, lb 0 0 O O 2 0 0 provisions, etc., for a needy party in rived in the Maine Central yards, tht with the show. Their department is Seven Sarattos of Italy; the Les
weeks at the “old house," Sylvester's
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mahoney and
G. Starr, c ...... 3 1 1 1 7 0 0 town and when all donations were in “bulls" were anxious and eager to de always first off the lengthy steel flat , Jardys of France; the Original Nel- This Probably W as N ew
Cove.
daughter of Northport were visitors
Salmlnen, c .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a large clothes basket proved too small ta in . Immediately they trumpeted a cars.
Y
o
rk
’s
First
Roadhouse
, son Family; the Six American DelMrs. Lena Roberts of Staten Island, Sunday of Mrs. Clara Gelo and
Hamalainen, p, If 3 1 2 3 1 3 0 to hold them. They were delivered circus day greeting to hundreds of
By noon-time everything was in fords; the Flying Thrillers; the SiegIt must have been New York's N. Y., has opened her cottage for the family.
next morning by Rev. G. F. Currier “white top” enthusiasts; who had eadiness and the great grey tents rist-Silbon Troupe; Manuel Macias;
first roadhouse. Mention of It was summer.
Christina Hall of Augusta recently
31 7 11 16 21 9 2 who reported that they were very gathered to witness the Unloading cf loomed against the sky. Perform Mile. Rosina; Agnes Doss; the
made in an advertisement that ap
Mrs. W. A. Johnston and daughter spent a day with her parents Mr. and
So. Thomaston .
0 0 0 4 0 2 0 -6 gratefully received.
ances will sta rt promptly at 2 p. m. Schwarz Sisters of Germany, and peared in the New York Packet on Barbara of Faneuil, Mass., are guests I Mrs. Albert Marriner.
this
famous
show.
Rockville, A. C ..... 1 0 2 1 0 3 x--7
Eugene Dupre who has been visit
Plenty of activity was in evidence and 8 o’clock with the doors to the others. Admission prices to this May 23, 1785, which Informed the at Bayview Inn.
, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Levcnscller of
Two-base hits, Ladd, M. Starr, ing his fiancee. Miss M argaret Maimenagerie opening one full hour in great show have been reduced for this public that Talmadge Hall had
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Goldberg and ! Rockland were guests Sunday of Mr.
Helln. Graffam, Hamalainen, Jack- riner, has returned to his home at at th e “runs” and the first wagons
day
and
date
only.
Tickets
are
now
dispatched to the Pleasant street advance.
fitted up the “elegant house on Mrs. Clara Golkin who were atWooii- 1and Mrs. D. B. Young,
son, Hopkins, Makinen.
Double Chesuncook lake.
An entire new program of Ameri 1on sale at Corner Drug Store.
circus grounds were painted in bright
Mr pnd Mrs Qssinan Messalin, M.
Haerlem Heights” owned by Isaac over cottage, Sylvester's Cove, for a
plays, Collomore and Graffam. Bases
A merry crowd of picnickers
on balls, off Mattson 2, off Hamalinen spent the day Tuesday a t Granite
Ledyard "for the accommodation few weeks, have returned to New JohnEon of Lincolnville and Mr. and
1, off Maklnen 2. Struck out, by Pier with Miss Olive Libby of Los featured, swimming and diving con
of Indies and gentlemen from town, York city. The cottage is now occu- ; Mrs q ^ , . Ihander of this town atN O R T H H A V EN
W ARREN
Maklnen 10, Mattson 4. by Hamalai Angeles. Calif., and Mrs. B. Harold tests, boat racing, etc. A parade of
as well ns gentlemen travelers," and pied by Mr. and Mrs. Gash and Mr. I tended the annual Finn picnic held in
and Mrs. Tromka of New York.
nen 3. Winning pitcher, Mattson. Cates of East Vassalboro, as special boats is also planned.
Union.
The library has a lot of choice new had gathered together “ready and
William Coolen died at his home
Mrs. William Boynton of MiddleUmpires, V. Hall and C. Mosher.
guests. Others in the party Mrs. The land sports however, will not
Master Gilbert Hall Is spending a
books.
Among
them
is
one
of
fnt
obedient
servants
and
the
best
fare
here
July
15,
after
a
long
illness.
• • * •
Enos E. Ingraham, Mrs. Maynard be overlooked. Booths along the boro, Mass., was overnight guest finest brief biographies of one of the that the country and town affords.”
few days in Camden, visiting his
Funeral
services
were
held
Monday
Ingraham, daughters Arlene and midway will furnish various forms of Tuesday of Mrs. Nettie Vinal.
aunt Mrs. Olive Dyer.
Dragons 6, Pirates 1
world's greatest physicians, Sir Wil
entertainm ent and the large concret
Miss Beatrice Haskell has been liam Osler, by Miss Reid. His ideals The advertisement went on In this and interment was at Hillside ceme
Oscar Ihander celebrated
his 54th
In a six inning game, squeeze^ in Nancy and son Maynard, Mrs. Effie ed area gives excellent dancing space.
tery. George Coolen of Hartford.
.
____.
fashion:
spending
a
few
days
this
week
with
Conn., was called home by his father's “ rthday July 16 and was Presented
were to do his best each day with no
between heavy showers, the Dragons Veazie and daughter Mary. Marion At n ig h t the grounds will be bril
“Parties
from
town,
and
travel
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maynard
Creamer.
thought of tomorrow; practice the
illness and death.
I * Mrs- Ihander
a , har“
®
for the fourth time In a row hung Cates, June Cates, Marion Cash, liantly lighted and with the lights
The hospitality of Mrs. Rosina Golden Rule; to maintain an equa ers, may be served with breakfasts,
Mr. and Mrs. James Hardy. Jr., are fake uecorated with 54 strawberries
the Indian sign on the Pirates at Clara Thomas, Louise Holbrook. Cora from th e many boats which are ex
dinners, suppers, relishes, ten, being congratulated on the birth of 1in place of candles,
Community Park Sunday afternoon. Morrill, Lena Tominski and daugh pected to be in the harbor a picture Buber was heartily appreciated by nimity of mind th at he might treai
punch, etc., at ten minutes’ notice. a daughter, Lillian Josephine. Miss
Mrs- Dor(>thy Smlth and two chil"
Incidentally stepping into first place ters Arlene and Doris, Mildred Colbv. of unsurpassed beauty will be viewed. members of the O.E.S circle and whatever success came to him with
by r small margin in the Big Five Lida Champney. Ethel Spear, Edith The sports committee, with Huse Tib their guests Tuesday at a picnic. A humility; to enjoy the affection of his He (Hall) keeps the choicest Josie Sheppard of Bear Island is dren of the village and Mrs. Ray
Packard and three children of Fort
Buzzell and Mrs. Carrie Palmer of
League.
betts as chairman, is working on fine dinner of baked beans, salads friends without pride, and to be able liquors, and promises that his caring for Mrs. Hardy and child.
The Dragons put the game on ice Rockland. Swimming was the favor many more and major attractions and sweets was served under the to meet the day of sorrow and griel guests shnll have the most prompt
Mrs. Loania Knowlton of Stoning Fairfield were recent visitors of Mr.
maple trees. There were 34 present as is befitting a courageous man. He attendance. He has provided also ton is the guest of her sister Mrs. and' Mrs. C. E. Gelo.
in the first inning—a base on balls, ite pastime.
Leroy Morse had a birthday July
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rhodes, Miss which will be announced later.
was a very Christllke man and a good genteel lodgings, stablings and pas Courtney Eaton.
and a delightful time was enjoyed.
timely hits and ragged fielding be
11, and Mrs. Morse made for him an
physician indeed.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Amerige
of
Dr.
Bertha
Shafer
of
Chicago
was
hind Robbins, staking them to four Lillian Brann and Elmer Kellar mo
ture.
O R F F 'S C O R N E R
attractively decorated birthday cake.
tored Sunday to Gorham where they
The number of boats in thr
overnight guest Sunday of Mr. and
tallies.
“The Octagon room Is very hap Boston have opened their cottage at With them were their children Mr.
Dunham's Point for the summer.
Mrs. Boyd Caler, having been called Thoroughfare is increasing day b;
1 Rocs, setting the Pirates down visited Miss Mary Brann who is a
pily calculated for a turtle party
T h "re was an attendance July 10 east by the burial of her mother Mrs day.
Mr. and Mrs. David Murray (Agnes and Mrs. Clyde Marriner and son
pretty much in order, should 'have student at the summer session of th?
and
his
guests-shall
have
for
des
Normal
School.
The
governing
board
of
the
Im

of
m
oie
than
50
at
the
little
church
Eaton)
of Massachusetts are in town Gilbert of Camden, who also pre
Sarah
Meserve
which
took
place
at
Had a shut out to his credit—the Pi
sented him a handsome cake, and Mr.
Mrs.
Susie
Davis
is
a
t
Monhegan
erts
peaches,
apricot,
pears,
goose
provement
Society
held
a
meeting
a'
here,
anc.
a
very
helpful
sermon
was
*
to
spend
the summer.
Westboro,
Mass.,
Saturday.
Mr.
and
rates' only score coming on Gardner's
and Mrs. Edwin Heal of Belmont.
where
she
has
employment
for
the
the
principal's
house
Tuesday
at
'
■
berries,
nectarines,
cherries,
cur
given
by
the
pastor
Rev.
Elizabeth
J
Mrg
W|'marn
Russell
motored
to
Mrs.
Lizzie
LeCain
and
grandson
grounder and Collins' long fly to
Refreshments were served, best
summer.
o'clock,
with
an
attendance
of
eight
R.
Greene.
Special
music
by
the
Portland
meet
j
*
shafer
that
she
rants
and
strawberries
in
tlielr
sea
of
Boston
arrived
Sunday
and
are
right field, both of which were mis
wishes extended, and it was a very
Capt. and Mrs. Frank Brown and
The
grounds
about
the
house
havi
°
r
±
„
might
be
able
to
visit
Mr.
and
Mrs.
guests
of
Mrs.
Josephine
Fifield
who
sons.”—New
York
Sun.
played. Otherwise, the Dragons gave son Frank of Philadelphia were
happy occasion.
Achorn
and
Mrs.
Edna
Jackson
were
been
fixed
up
and
inside
two
room.1
is
spending
a
short
time
at
her
home
Roes airtight support as indicated by weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Caler, her uncle and aunt.
much appreciated. Last Sunday on
have been painted and' the floor;
here.
a fast double play—th e only one in Charles McKinney.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Marvin re varnished. The steps outside have
account
of
the
very
unfavorable
Dr. Thomas Southworth of New
Old Lighthouse
the game—and H unt's acrobatic
turned
Saturday
to
New
York
city
Miss Winnifrcd Andrews of Brook
suffer tortures from Rheuma
Cnpe Florida lighthouse was built York is the guest of his sister Miss Why
shoestring catch of Collins’ long fly line has arrived to spend the sum morning the attendance was some after spending several days here, been rebuilt and other minor repair;
tism. Srlallra, Neuritis, Muscular
w hat smaller but those who braved
made.
Alice Southworth.
Lameness,
Sprains and Bruises when
In
1825-26
by
the
federal
govern
to left field.
making
Hilltop
Inn
their
headquar
mer with her sisters. Mrs. Adelaide the i torm were repaid in the fine ser
Seldom will anyone see a more
METHYL HALM
Dragons
Morrill and Mrs. E. E. Fales.
mon by the pastor on the subject ters, while helping settle the estate beautiful rosebush than that now in ment. It was not of Spanish origin,
will
bring
almost instant relief?
The League of Nations is endeav
ab r bh tb po a e
t
although Its somewhat dilapidated oring
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
Mtss Marie McFarland Is visiting “Divine Healing,” and the solo, “The of the late Mrs. Crosby. Mr. and full bloom at Nebo Lodge.
to discover some outrages being 71 PARK
V
S
T
..
ROCKLAND
Valenta, cf ........ 3 2 0 0 1 0 0 her aunt. Mrs. Benjamin Carver at Palms,” sung by Esten Boardman, Mrs. J. M urray Lewis also of New , Mrs. (Will Hopkins has returned
sppearnnee has no doubt given rise committed by nations that won’t Sent Post Paid
V
on receipt of price
Perry. 2b ........... 4 0 0 0 2 2 1 Monmouth.
York
and
in
town
for
the
same
purj
to
the
belief
that
It
dates
back
to
also
th
e
duet
by
Mrs.
Achorn
and
50
rents
18-Th-tf
from
four
days'
trip
to
Massachusetts
tala back.—San Diego Union.
I p
Hinckley, 3b ...... 2 1 1 1 0 1 0
Mrs. Mary Dill and daughter Eliza Mrs. Jackson and the choir selection. pose remained for a longer stay.
where she visited with her son Gerald
the days of Spanish occupation.
Hunt, If .............. 3 2 2 3 1 0 0 beth of Rockland. Mass., were dinner Services are held each Sunday morn
Recent guests of Mr. and. Mrs. Roy ( C. S. Staples enjoyed a fishing trip The tower was partly destroyed by
Roes, p .............. 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 guests Sunday of Mrs. Gertrude ing a t 9 o'clock immediately followed Smith were Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Monday with his son' Leon. He wa;
Indians In July, 1836. It was not
Teel, rf .........„. 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 Havener and Mrs. Ethel York. Mrs. by Sunday School. Every one is Davis and family of New London, high line with a 12-pound cod.
again relighted until the old tower
Robbins, rf ........ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dill was formerly Miss Mary McAl cordially invited to attend these serv Conn.; Mrs. Lottie Thomas of Ver
The Portland Press Herald of Tues
was demolished and a new tower
Day. lb ............
3 0 00 4 0 0 lister of this town.
ices.
sailles. Oonn.; Ralph Worth of Med day had on interesting sketch of built tn 1846-47. In 1861 the light
Davis, ss ............ 3 0 1 1 0 2 0
Miss Hazel Carver of Monmouth is
Ice cream sales are being held each ford. Mass.; Frances Rogers of Sau- Hendrick's Head Light House b>
O'Brien, c .......... 3 0 0 0 10 0 0 spending two weeks with her aunt, week a t the Community House and RUS, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Allen Fey- Charles L. Knight, formerly of the ing apparatus was destroyed by a
band of lawless persons, Rnd the
• «■
Mrs. Lillian Keller, Russell avenue.
Goose Rock Light. North Haver
largely attended.
]er and son Raymond of Union.
It
26 6 5 7 18 5 1
Mrs. Amber Childs. Mrs. Eda Hoch.; Fr,ends are
tQ ]earn th a t reads The Courier-Gazette’s "Guar light was not relighted until April,
Mrs. Minnie Weed has returned
1
Pirates
from several weeks' visit with her Mrs. Marjorie Ralph and Mrs. Ada
dians of Our Coast" with a great dea' 1866. The light was finally discon
ab r bh tb PO a e daughter Mrs. Marshall Reed at Rox Elwell attended the W.C.T.U. Insti Llewellyn Yattaw, son of Mr. and of interest. It is a unique newspaper tinued In June, 1878, when Fowey
V.
Mrs.
Frank
Yattaw,
who
was
in
an
0
0
0
0
0
0
Richardsoh, If .. 3
bury. She was accompanied by Mrs. tute a t Dutch Neck last Friday.
Rocks light was first exhibited.
accident at Friendship Friday after feature and serves a fine purpose ir
Hall, If ........ ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Reed who remained here over night.
J. W. Gilbert of South Union, for noon, is confined to Knox Hospital making acquaintance with and sym
Carter, ss .... ... 3 0 0 0 0 1 0
Mrs. W. A. Luce of Boston is a' merly cf this place, is visiting friends with a shattered vertebrae resulting pathetic appreciation of these heroic
Oardner, 3b .. ... 3 1 1 1 0 1 2 her summer home here for the sea here.
.AT
men who keep the lights burning
Had ’Em on W rong Lim b
Collins, c .... ... 3 0 1 3 9 0 0 son. Mr. Luce who accompanied her
.-n
Mrs. Nettie Brown and Richard therefrom.
bell ringing at night and in the fog
Mrs, Nitwit giggled once too
Miss
Emma
Wellington
of
Rock
Murphy, 2b .... ... 2 0 0 0 2 1 0 returned home Monday.
R alph have returned from a few
and when storms sweep the seas.
often during dinner, and the head
land is guest this week of her brother
Robbins, p .... ... 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
Miss Frances G ardner and Miss weeks’ visit in Lynn.
Sunday brought heavy thundei
•>’!»
of the house Insisted on knowing
•tbfl
Leon Achorn who has been for a Charles Wellington.
Ca. Mosher, cf .. 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 Mildred Kibble have arrived from
showers in the forenoon and at night
the reason for Ills wife's mirth.
Frank Colter of Keene, N. H . Is A lightning bolt struck a ledge In thr
Winchenbach. rf 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 East Milton, Mass., to spend a two week at Mrs. Addie Achorn's returned
"It's Just another Joke on the nbCl. Mosher, lb .. 2 0 1 1 4 0 1 weeks' vacation, the former with her Monday to Roxbury, Mass. Mrs. finish overseer In the mill, former pasture of John Crockett, shatterin;
sent-niinded Miss Rlnnk," she told
mother Mrs. Annie G ardner and the Achorn will spend the remainder of overseer H. W. Featherstonc also of it like an exploded bomb. From thr
him. “We had a rummage sale at
Keene being promoted to superinten skies at times came rain in torrent
21 1 3 5 18 4 3 latter with her aunt Mrs. Delora the month here.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kimball of dent following the resignation of but gardens and farms have beer
our club this afternoon and right
Dragons ................... 4 1 0 0 1 0—6 Morrill. Mrs. Gardner Is also enter
In the middle of It, In marched Miss
Pirates ..................... 1 0 0 0 0 0—1 taining this week another daughter Richmond were calling on relatives Oscar K. Dietrich who returned last greatly benefited.
1week to Millbury, Mass.
Two-base-hit, Hunt, Teel. Thrcc- Mrs. Elsie Gilbert, who arrived Mon here recently.
The annual meeting of the Nortl
Blank with a pnlr of wet stockings
-4w
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Walter and
base hit, Collins. Left on base, Pi day night and will rem ain until Fri
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Boggs and Haven Improvement Society, Inc.
over one arm. She said she had
daughter
Ruth
of
Gardiner
spent
rates 3, Dragons 4. First base on day when she will return to continue
daughter Helene of New York are will be held in Library hall Aug. I
&(*$•
rinsed them out, hung them over a
MM
error. Pirates 1, Dragons 2. Bases on her studies at the Yale summer Thursday at Sanford W alter’s.
guests of Levi Boggs and Miss Edna at 8.30 daylight. An account of thr
radiator and then decided she ought
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Long
of
j
s
society's affairs will toe presented b’ to put them some place else since
halls, off Robbins 2. Struck out, by school.
Thomaston
were
calling
on
friends
• • • •
Roes 10, by Robbins 8. Double play,
Mrs. Edith Hodgkins of Worcester the president, and in the reports o! the was going out. So she took
here recently. Mr. Long resided here
Da'vis, Perry and Day. Umpires,
M a k in g
E la b o r a te
P r e p a r a tio n s
is
guest this week of Mrs. Alice Cook the secretary and treasurer. The so them down, draped them on one
some years ago.
Smalley and Williams. Scorer, Gray.
Mr.
and Mrs. George Newbert mo ciety meeting offers a forum for the arm and forgot they were there un
It was evident from the plans out
T he next session of the Farm Bu
discussion of questions of mutual In
lined and discussed at the meeting of reau will be held July 27, with a com tored to Beverly Friday spending the terest to the people of North Haven til she got to the clu*;.'—New York
P A P E R
F O L L O W S
Y O U
the carnival committee Monday eve m ittee meeting in the forenoon at weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Glen and the summer residents. Among Bun.
ning that the Alumni Association is th e home of Mrs. Albert Elwell—and Reever. Mrs. Beryl Reever returned matters of mutual Interest are the
If you are a subscriber to
out to make the dates Aug. 25-27 gala a meeting in the afternoon on “De with them Sunday and will spend the roads, the Pulpit Harbor bridge, auto
The Courier-Gazette and are
days in the history of this vicinity tails and Accessories,” a t Mrs. Amber summer a t Warren.
American P riv ate e ri
Sunday morning at the Baptist traffic, etc. It is hoped that thl
leaving home for any time, long
and to offer a three-day program Childs.
Channing's History says: "More
Church the pastor will speak on meeting may have the attendance
or short, let us mall the paper to
that will draw the crowds from far
“God's Providence"; Bible school at warranted by these things which have than 2,000 American privateers
you during your absence. The
and near. Mrs. Edward W. Bok has
CU
SH
IN
G
noon; opening service of praise at 7 to do with the improvement of the ranged the seas nt one time or an
regular copy of the paper will
graciously consented th a t the grounds
other. They swarmed In the West
with
sermon following, subject, “A island. The dues are $1.00, payabl
go to the home as usual. Just
recently beautified by her may be
at the time of the annual meeting.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sewall
R.
Payson,
Mr.
Indies, they cruised along the At
Well
of
W ater.”
telephone the address to the
used for this event and with the ex
Oscar S tarre tt attended the meet
lantic coasts, they sought their
office, or mall a card. The paper
cellent setting which this affords an and Mrs. Willard Payson and two
On Saturdays only, beginning July prey In the British channel and the
will follow wherever you go, gnd
entirely different program from that children arc at Ivan Young's house ing of the executive board of the
Knox County Fish and Game Asso 23. excursion rates from the island to North sea. . . .
will stop on notice when you a r
of former years, when it has been an spending the annual vacation.
In 1781 the
Mrs. Lillian Marshall of Portland ciation Tuesday evening at Rockledge Rockland and return will be one fare
rive home. There will be no
indoor affair, will be carried out. Be
Cabots of Beverley received 600,000
has
been
in
town
visiting
her
sister,
plus
25
cents.
Tickets
good
for
date
Inn,
Spruce
Head.
ing on the shore of a beautiful har
charge.
rlales of vellon for their half share
86-87
The small chemical was called of sale only.—adv.
bor, water sports will be especially Mrs. Hattie Orff and calling on old
In five prizes, the Gnrdoquls get
friends.
Tuesday morning to a chimney fire at
THER low-priccd cars stop still where the Rockne’s
ting the rest. The Derh.vs of Salem
Miss Daisy E. Dixon of Thorndike the home of Charles McIntyre near
aerodynamic designing begins. And everyone marvels
got over $60,000 on account of
is in town, guest of Mrs. Inez Fogerty. the power house.
S
O
U
T
H
A
P
PL
E
T
O
N
2932
T h e Ladies' Aid supper at the town
prizes that were sold nt Bilbao."
at its sensational performance!
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Fish of Rock
There will be a committee meeting
house with Mrs. Inez Fogerty as of the fair committee of the Woman's land were $.t his home here re
Its big rubber pillowed, six-cylinder engine gives you 50
m r.
housekeeper was a success both so Club Friday at 2 o’clock dayllgfft at cently,
. JI
UNION
miles an hour in 17 seconds in Silent Second Speed . . . 75
cially and financially, the sum of Town hall. Everyone interested is
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Dunton and
Attendance at the M. E. Church
$12.58 being realized.
miles an hour in 21 seconds in high!
invited to attend and help sew for family of Waltham. Mass., have been
school Sunday did not reach the 100
News has been received of the the fait- which will be held the latter visiting a t Arthur Philbrook's.
You find you can htcrally streak up steep hills in
d eath of Mrs. Sara Caler Meserve at part of August.
Gladys Philbrook was in Rockland mark. Next Sunday’s lesson will be
found in Exodus XIV, “The Deliv
h er home in Chicago. She is survived
high gear . . . and take turns at speeds you wouldn't dare
Mrs. Gertrude Rowe and house Saturday.
Save time—and work. Do a neater job!
by one daughter, Dr. Bertha Rafter, guest Miss Helen Whittemore of
r»*
Miss Evelyn Philbrook and Miss erance at the Red Sea.” The church
in other cars. And without extra charge you get Free
who accompanied the remains to Roxbury and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dora Wadsworth were home from school group will be at the church at
The "NOX-ALL” HOLDSMORE GRASS CATCHER is tru e to name
Wheeling, Full Synchronized Shifting, Automatic SwitchWashington
Sunday
for
the
service
Westboro,
Mass.,
for
burial,
then
HOLDSMORE. Indeed, twice as much as ordinary catchers. Fits
Wiggin were among those who at Farmington Normal School over the
at 2.30 standard. This will be a serv
Key Starting, 4-Point Cushioned Power.
cam e on to Warren to call on rela tended the flower show at the Cam weekend.
any make of lawn mower. Strong and light. $1.25 and $1.35 each.
tives for only a day as she had to re den Opera House Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Dunton and ice of worship for all, as there will be
Remember, we are headquarters for
Come in today and go out for a trial drive in this car
tu rn immediately to Chicago. Other
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Philbrook kere good gospel singing, prayers and tes
EVERYTHING IN LAWN EQUIPMENT
timonies.
There
be
special
vocal
se
that
brought quality into the low-priced field.
relatives surviving Mrs. Meserve beWilliam R. Hearst calls Speaker oallers Sunday at Mrs. Guy Fish’s In
lections.
Mowers, Cutters, Shears, Trimmers, Rakes, etc.
sides her brother Boyd Caler of \ Garner "another Champ Clark" and Searsmont.
£very clo se d b o d y w ir e d for r a d io
W arren are a niece Mrs. Nora Russell Speaker G am er is scratching his head
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Simpson of CrieComplete Catalog on request.
of Warren; a nephew Isaac Caler, in deep cogitation seeking to deter haven are visiting her parents.
A P PL E T O N
proprietor of the First National store mine w hat 'Y’Uie means—Lynchburg
Harry Conant and family are at
Mildred Dunton Is visiting Mrs.
F A R M , D A IR Y
and
P O U L T R Y SUPPLIES ~ SEEDS
I in Thomaston; an uncle Matthew News.
Maurice Dunton for an indefinite Everett Whitney's while Mr. Conant
I)
I H u n t of Cushing, and a few cousins.
1II-V
is helping with haying.
time.
An eventful life such as comes to
The little Fuller sisters Eleanor
The new command from Captain
Fred Thorndike of Vassalboro was
TEL. 700
Park & Union Sts., Rockland
few people has come to a close and Hoover, of the Ship of State, is lor in town Sunday calling on friends.
and Ernestine, spent the day Monday
the experiences through which she | all hands to stand by to repel hoardFE D E R A L a n d TEM PLE STS.,
PORTLAND
M A IN E
Mr. and Mrs. Aubert Lelgher were with their schoolmate, Gwendoljm
passed would read like a fairy story, era—Norfolk Virginian-Pilot
Robinson at Abner Grant's.
at Everett Fish's Sunday.

RO CK PORT

I t’s a Sensation!
s
W hat?

T hreeC row
TEA

P e k o e an d O ran ge P e k o e

FREE

Try the other 3... a n d
you'll buy aR ockne
O

CATCH THE GRASS

AS ¥00 MOW THE LAWN!

& Wh itn e y
Blndall____

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.

Every-Other-Day
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TH OM ASTON

IBB THEWAMT-AW-y^ CflMTAfTORDTOMISSTHEM

Harold Andrews of Hyannis, M ass.
will arrive here Friday to visit his
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Caleb
Gillchrest. Upon his return home
Sunday he will be accompanied by
his mother Mrs. Walter Andrews who
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
will spend the remainder of the sea
’* I
Whereas, Harold W. Rolfe, of Hope, in
son with him.
the County of Knox and State of Maine,
♦
Twilight League game Tuesday
Advertisements In this column not to
by his mortgage deed, dated March 15th,
1
exceed
three
lines
Inserted
once
for
25
A. D. 1926, and recorded In the Registry
night, Rockland 5, Thomaston 3.
* !
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
of Deeds, for said County of Knox. In
A cement walk is being laid on tional lines five cents each for one time.
Book 209. Page 177. conveyed to the
FOR QUICK sale 75 acre farm. 434
AFTER July 27 goods in my storehouse
CENTRAL location, attractive rents,
Beechwoods street from Main street 10 cents for three times. Six words
The Federal Land Bank, of
miles from Camden postoffice. Price belonging to C. A. Pease will be disposed undersigned.
four,
six
or
ten
rooms,
with
or
without
make
a
line.
Springfield,
Massachusetts; th e following
to Charles Winchenbach's residence,
right, cash or terms to desirable party. of. MABEL RAWLEY. Rockland. Me.
garage DR. R. W. BICKFORD.
87-tf
described
real
situated In Hope,
H. J. CARLE. Tel. Lincolnville 18-11
81-Th-87 in the County estate,
which is said to be its limit this year
of Knox, and State of
FURNISHED front room with bath to
85-90
There will be a pre-school clinic
Maine, in said District Number One:
let in private family. 14 PLEASANT ST.
MOVING and trucking, crushed rock
A certain lot or parcel of land, with
TWENTY-FIVE acre farm in Warren.6
87-tf
Aug. 4 at 2 p. m. at the selectmens
room bungalow, $700 Cash only. ELLA 50 cents ton; moving, $1 hour. J. B. the buildings thereon, situated In Hope,
TWENTY-EIGHT ft. Knockabout open
office. Dr. Walter Conley and Dr.
PAULSEN
Tel.
84-2
Thomaston.
87-89
In said County of Knox, and State of
P LEWIS. Warren. Me Tel. 26-5. 84*89
boat to let by week or season. TEL. 124
O. F. Cushing, school physician, will
Maine, and bounded and described as
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
or 218-J.
88*88
BOARD and room at 17 WATER ST. follows; Beginning at a stake and stones
be in charge. All children entering
modern
building?,
pasture
land.
hay.
Call at side door.
86*88 in the original line of lots and at the
FOUR ROOM furnished apartment,
apple orchards, lumber and fire wood
school for the first time this fall are
side of the road near Robert Jones' lot,
FIVE DOLLAR BILL lost Thursday modern, garage for two cars Central
MRS H. P BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
PAINTING,
shingling,
new
walks
at
es so called; thence N. 81 deg. E. 43 rods
requested to attend.
location
L.
A.
THURSTON.
Rockland
noon between Senter Cranes and Mc
St.. Camden. Tel 2597
79-tf tim ated cost. CHARLES L. COLLINS. 155
and 6 links to a stake and stones In the
85-tf
The Federated Mission Society had Lain’s Shoe Store. TEL. 769-R
85*87 Tel. 1159
86*88 line of the Abijah Metcalf lot, so called;
SMALL seven room house for sale, at Pleasant St.
LARGE sunny room with bath, cen
picnic dinner Tuesday a t the Frank
thence
northerly on said Metcalf Lot. 82
South
Warren,
lights,
bath,
electric
BUNCH of keys lost. CITY MATRON tral location, private famllv. gentleman
UPHOLSTERING and furniture repair rods and 20 links to a stake and stones
Hathorne cottage, Hathorne's Point, City
water system, never falling spring, barn
Building.
86-88 preferred E GONIA Tel 710
85-87
attached; also small building suitable ing, refinishlng and polishing, chairs In the line of the Ephraim Gould Lot. so
Cushing. A fine time was had, w’ith
MODERN bungalow to let on Erin St..
for garage, one acre land. Inquire MRS. caned. THE AMERICAN REPAIR SHOP. called; thence westerly on said Gould
WIRE HAIRED Terrier lost, white with
a bountiful dinner. The usual study- brown
85*87 line, 32 rods to the centre of the road;
M. P. JORDAN, Brooklyn Heights. Thom 3 Pleasant St.
on head.’ Reward if returned to Thomaston. ELSTON LUCE Tel 118
thence down the middle of the road. 19
hour had to be omitted because the WALLACE SPEAR. 279 Broadway. Tel. Thomaston
86-tf
aston. Tel. 57-4.
74-tf
TAKE
DOWN
dangerous
trees,
or
have rods; thence southerly on the original
162-W.
87-89
textbooks had not been received
TWO furtllshed light housekeeping
TEN ROOM house. North Main St.. them pruned by CARTER & MASON, tree line of lots. 59 rods and 45 links to the
to let. gas. electric lights, hot and
good repair. Price $3,150.
Those attending were Rev. and Mrs
pruners, 18 Front St.
85*87 first bound, containing 19V2 acres.
SKIFF painted brown picked up adrift, roomswater,
use of bath. Tel. 804-J. 23
i SEVERAL good trades In houses at The
Also another lot In said Hope, begin
H. F. Leach and children, Mr. and owner can have same by proving property cold
83-tf
POULTRY FARM, city lim its Taunton, ning on the shore of Alford Lake, thence
i Highlands.
Mrs. John Tillson. Mis. Albert Mank. and paying charges. L. A. MILLS. North CEDAR STREET
27 acres. 11 rooms, electricity; much northerly on the original line of lots
Haven. Me.
87*92
HOUSE to let. live rooms, cellar, toilet,
I
HOUSES
in
all
parts
of
the
city,
$1,250
Mrs. Rena Wotton, Mrs. Emerson
under cost; non-resident would consider
electricity, garage. $15 month, at 7
M ISS A D TA K ER
I to $5 500. L. A. THURSTON. Rockland. shore acreage, Cape or Maine as part lllVa rods to a stake and stones at the
COLLEGE fraternity pin. star and cres Achorn St.. Rockland. A. L. RHODES
W atts and niece. Miss Simmons. Miss
Tel. 1159.
85-tf payment. Address BOX 61, Fram ing corner of Nichols’ land; thence westerly
cent.
lost
in
city;
initials
E.
C.
M.
Re
Union.
_
__________________________
87*92
on the Nichols’ line. I l l 2 rods to a stake
Cora Fogerty. Miss Margaret Cran ward E. C. MORAN. JR.. city.
83*87 and stones In the corner of the wall;
87-89
ABOUT three acres land at The High ham. Mass.
FIVE ROOM first floor apartment with
don, Mrs. Margaret Sfewart. Mrs.
lands with barn and cellar thereon, for
southerly on said Nichols’ line 90
PARTS at all times. thence
SMALL wrist watch w ith Initials heat to let all modern. Janitor service
sale. Nice building spot. TEL. 217-W.
Frank Hathorne, Mrs. Edith Sawyer, "H.
rods to a stake and stones a t the shore;
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO thence
M. G." lost on Tillson Ave. or center MRS WM. WALKER Tel. 552-W 87*92
79-tf
by the shore to the first bound,
Mrs. Edith Richards and son Joseph, of business section Liberal reward If GARAGE for car; dry storage for fur
79-tf containing
19’2 acres, more or less.
TO RENT
returned to CITY MARSHAL.
85-87 niture. etc . to let Apply to C S BEV
Mrs. Joseph Parks.
________________________________
(See deed of Cyrus Wentworth to Arthur
SPRAYING,
polishing,
straightening,
| The Birches, five room furnished cotWentworth,
dated April 8th, 1850, re
The junior choir Of the Baptist
MALE rabbit hound, found, tan with , ERAGE. 17 C hestnut St., Rockland. Me.
J tage on Alford Lake, the best lake in general painting. Reduced prices. Dead corded Waldo Registry. Vol. 76, Page 87),
87*89
Church had a picnic at South Pond Wack, ^whlte m jarge patches. feet._ tip o f , _
, Maine. Garage, boats, ice and wood, storage $3. live storage $4. JOHN A. Excepting lot sold to Ames.
STEVENS & SON. Tel. 241-J, 13-M
convenient AptA n intelligent, courteous,
1available for the month of August.
Tuesday. The president of the choir
Also another lot in said Hope, described
85-87
85-87 ■three rooms, toilet. two private enFive room house on Grace St.
arranged the transportation, which
as follows: Beginning at a pine stump
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss trances, piazza. 12 KNOX St. Tel. 156-W.
Five room house on Masonic St.
at
corner of Freeman Wellman. Estate
WE
ARE
prepared
to
make
your
wool
thoroughly com petent W antwas by a.prison truck in charge Of a of deposit book numbered 1820 and the!
79-tf
FOR SALE
Into yarn. Write for prices Also yarn and land of Jacobs; thence S. 23 deg.
uniformed officer. Besides the leader owner of said book asks for duplicate in FIVE ROOM furnished apartm ent to
E.
2114
rods to land of Fisher (formerly
for
sale.
H.
A.
BARTLETT.
Harmony,
'
A
fine
seven
room
house
with
garage
accordance with the provisions of the let good location, rent reasonable
Mrs. J. Walter Strout and the organ State
81-92 Taylor); thence westerly on said Fisher's
and several other small buildings, at Me.
A d w riter answ ers y o u r call,
Law. SECURITY TRUST CO.. ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77
line,
63
rods
to land of George Wellman’s
! Spruce Head. 400 ft. to shore. 95 ft. front
ist Mrs. Ralph Tripp, special guests Union Branch. By JOHN H WILLIAMS
WANT a TAXI? Tel. 999 or 515-J. Estate; thence on said Wellman line,
79-tf
| on street. Offered less than half price.
were Miss Jane Miller athletic in Mgr. Union, Maine. July 13. 1932
Reservations
solicited.
V.
P.
HALL,
21
northerly
21
>
/4 rods to stake and stones
AT THOMASTON, five rooms, first
ready to give you ev e ry assis
Two good cottage houses (modern) on Rockland St.. Rockland. Me.
84-Th-90 floor,
79-tf at land of Jacobs; thence on said
structor. Miss Dorothy Starrett, Miss
modern, fireplace, garage, garden.
Grace St. Extra lot of land.
Jacobs
line,
easterly
63 rods to place of
MRS A H PILLSBURY. 354 Broadway
Two modern cottage houses on Grove
Margaret McMillan of Rockland,
ROCKLAND eoay ana render »nom beginning; containing 8 acres, more or
tance in preparing a W antTel. 1256-R
87*89
St.
Body. wood, top and glass work weldlngf legg. , See deed of John s Dunton to
choir violinist, and Miss Laura MeLarge house on Camden St., with ga spraying and fender work. TEL. 466-M j Arthur Wentworth, Book 29. Page 87.
FOUR ROOM tenement with garage
serve of Jefferson. The other mem
rage. extra lot of land.
In perfect condition, rent reasonable.
A
d
that
will
p
ro
d
u
ce
the
The time to buy. ERNEST C. DAVIS. _________________________________ | Khox Registry as cort-ected "to straighten
bers of this engaging organization
Apply 13 MARINE ST.
»5*87
vYOU
n u CAN
P iN rBUY
i t v oil irinrf. rtf ohnna Hrv I llne”
deed Samuel
85-tf
who attended were Betty Brown. Es
all kinds of shoes, dry Arthur lnWentworth
Book Wentworth
49 Pnep 9Qto
S
FIVE ROOM apartment. 750 Main St.,
goods, hardware, etc., at the WARREN
’
8 295’
quick results y o u ’re seeking.
telle and Richard Moore, Belle
„ „
opposite Crockett Block; bath, hot water
GROCERY
COMPANY’S
forced
stock
re
-|
Also
ri^ht
nf
from
„
MIDDLE AGED woman wanted as i heat, with oil burner. C. A HAMILTON
Coates. Marion Felt. Carlene Davis.
?n M alne^1' Ch<‘'‘P<‘r th a ” a“ ywhere87e I to the pasture of this grantor a Siftance
for man and wife. Small i 29 Chestnut St.
73-tf
in
Maine.
»(-S9
]
ai
52
rods
and
jj
n
nlts
through
the
line
Cleora Condon. Marie Clark. Freder housekeeper
farm.three miles from Camden. TEL 1_
FIVE ROOM flat, all modern. 23
hereinbefore used, said line being
ick Elwell. Joseph Cross, Richard Camden 8266.
85-87 Fulton
NOTICE, seized. In the vicinity of Bass as
St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT
walled on both sides—with right to
Paquin, Lewis Tabbutt, Howard
Harbor Bar. Maine, on July 5th. 1932. the drain
79-tf
I WANT TO BUY a pony, Write C. F 240 Broadway.
and Improve said right of way.
<5TV r o o m r-ottnezo nt
TJ V ’ motor boat Grey Ghost. No. C-8365. oper- (See deed Clifford Wentworth to Henry
Miller, Hazen Cook. Henry Young. care The Courier-Gazette
87-89
FOUR room apartment to let. sun,
.
SS
i
*
Beach
a
ted
bv
Fred
w
sm
ith
and
Wm.
ThlboWentworth. Book 135. Page 86
Boating, swimming, games and stunts
fi eplace' *lec‘ ' deau. foi violation of the Tarllf Act of Elmer
SALESMAN wanted to take orders for porch. toilet, heater, good closets, pleas
Knox Registry).
were enjoyed.
men's cress and work shoes direct to ant yard. 12 KNOX ST. Tel 156-W.
pletely furnltheC^
W
doxa' 1930 any person cl“ m lng this property
Being
the same premises conveyed to
79-tf
HUF
n
n
S
S
r
o
t
.
i
AB106
°°N
A
:
m
ust
appear
at
the
Customs
olflee.
RockAnother evening of music featuring customer Free samples; splendid propoHUB HOOFER
Tel. 1206.
85-87 |I land Me flle clalm and glve bond w lth. Harold W Rolfe by Henry Elmer Went
________
____ ____________________
for a man Interested In selling.
APARTMENT to let In Bicknell Block.
the Little Symphony, Luther A. sltion
worth.
by
deed bearing date. April 1.
SIX
room
house
to
let
at
The
Highi
THE THREE B. SHOE CO . Box 315. Falr- MRS. B. B SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel 264
in twenty days from July 21 otherw ise, ,922 recorded In Knox Reg.stry of'Deed;:
Clark directing, will be given at the field. Maine.
85-87
Rnnk iq
i
Pnoo
lands. Inquire STANLEY WALSH. Tel. I the property will oe i o n e i t e a to m e Book
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grows on an island. It is very
STEAK DINNER, 75 CENTS
SERVICE & REPAIRS
day morning.
O steopathic Physician
sticky, too. ,<If you want to see
A L L
M A K E S
O F
S E T S
IIOT DUCK SANDWICHES
Zuinglas Light of Springfield TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION the picture w hich Ellen drew of
THOMASTON, MAINE
AND FRESH VEGETABLES
Mass., is visiting his father a t the
J. Maynard Brennan, Prop.
General Practice with Special Atten
it take a pencil and join all the
SE A VIEW G A R A G E . Inc.
35 CENTS
Light homestead.
OPPORTUNITY wanted to do home 1 numbered dots together, starting
tion to Women's and Children's
R
.
W
.
T
Y
L
E
R
G89 MAIN STREET
T E L . 1250
Atlantic Highway,
Warren, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Howard were cooking, pies and cake a specialty. ! with dot num ber one and ending
Conditions and Physiotherapy.
R O C K L A N D
Would cook for boarding houre or road- .
r n O N E
5 8 -2 1
LUNCHES
COFFEE
visitors , ,a t„ Ash Point
recently. . .. I side
Tels.—Res. 83. Office 136
,
„
a
stand.
Address
G.
W.,
care
CourierI
8 2 - lt
with
dot
num
ber
forty-four.
85-lt
Donald Brewer of Boston spent the j Gazette office.
87-90
82*90

In E verybody’s C olum n *

REAL ESTATE

T O LET

MISCELLANEOUS

LOST AND F O U N D

one.

No. 770

W ANTED

< 5

Sum m er C ottages

COURIER-GAZETTE

W ANTADS

SITUATIONS

,
F O R SALE
it-—

,

W A D SW O R TH
TEA-ROOM INN

LOBSTER DINNER

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie H ard w are Co.

75 C ents

RADIO

“THE PLYM O UTH ”
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Every-Otlier-Day

W ITH TELLEGEN STARRING

« c le t y

I

‘The Constant W ife” D elights Thomaston Theatregoers
— In Cam den Friday Night

.

The privilege of seeing and hear- I “The Lcve City," and leading woman
in addition to personal notes re g a rd - 1 Miss Dorothy Thomas has returned : jng a lca) theatrical star in his own f°r Mr. Tellegen for three years,
ing departures and arrivals, this d e p a r t- 1from two weeks' visit in Somerville,!
.....
Mr. Eradford
^ Ur„h?..t,
hi! 'Sand‘sp
ik ed whengave
E a s tao nriiimifi
la n d 
ment especially desires Information ,of
, M ,
M ear,
Setting does not Often Occur
in this
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Mass., With Miss Maxine Mears.
.
,
.
.
,
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
--------section, out sucn was tne occasion ed. presentation of Bernard Kersal.
gladly received.
Mr. and Mrs. William N. Benner at i last evening when the Thomaston
The work of the amateur players
t eleph o n e ...............................n o or 794 -phe Highlands had as weekend guests [ Nursing Association presented1 Lou
deserves more than passing mention,
-~
------------- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bacheller and Tellegen, internationally famed actor and displayed the -wisdom with which
ui W. Somerset Maugham's sprightly they were chosen. Mre. Brewstei,
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon C. Peakes and j son Wesley of Lynn, Mass,
! comeoy, “The Constant Wife.” The who has won attention by her fine
daughter Nancy of Westbrook were I
-------weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred ] The Scribblers Club is to hold an I play had a capacity audience drawn work in amateur theatricals in preLindsey, Jr., leaving Monday for New I aii-day session Monday at Rose Cliffs. I from the townspeople, Rockland,1vious years, scored a hit as Martha
Hampshire where they will visit rela- lb e summer home of Mrs. E.M. Law- ! Warren and neighboring places, and the sister with a chip on her shoulder, I
tives before returning home.
rence. Upper Beach street. An in- | the absorbed attention, broken by and Mrs. Rollins as the mother of
------•
| vitation has been extended to the \ spontaneous laughter, indicated the 1three very different daughters dis- I
Miss Madeline Bird, who, sinceher i junior League Scribblers Clubof I pleasure evinced from the perform- ! played both wit and wisdom In her i
school in Trenton, N. J., closed, has Portland to attend.
1ance.
role, her work always ensuring pleas- !
been visiting her sister, Mrs. George |
-------| Mr- Tellegen, who was Sarah Bern- ure. Miss Creighton, Mr. Perry and
Mrs Frederick Bird has returned hardt's leading man for four years in Mr. Gardner in smaller roles were
Snow in Havana, Cuba, arrived Mon
addition to many years’ experience convincing.
day to spend the summer with her | to Boston after spending several- days
with other famous actresses, brought i The play abounds in sparkling
mother, Mrs. Jennie Bird, Talbot j wdh Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird,
to the role of John Moreau suavity j repartee and humor, has intriguing
avenue. Mrs. Snow expects to make
TOTrc Prpriprick P White of and Poluh' Vet with an alertness that situations and works up to a surher annual Rockland visit in the
“ ,rt-, " ?
reached a Climax in the final act. prising climax. All in all it was a
early fall.
Little Neck, Long Island, were guests His work displayed the finished, the priaipg
notable performance, and one that
of Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland L. Sleeper, accomplished actor at every turn.
will linger long in memory. The
Mrs. Donald Perry and daughter Jr., Talbot avenue, over the weekend.
The heaviest role fell on the honor of having Mr. Tellegen was
Felice left last night for two weeks’
shoulders of Miss Bushnell who once made possible only by the fact that
visit with friends and relatives in
Miss Gail Sharpe entertained at a
Boston, Fall River and Providence. picnic Tuesday evening at Dynamite again displayed brilliant work. Her he, accompanied by Mrs. Telle
understanding and presentation of gen, is a guest in the home of Miss
In Fall River they will attend the Beach.
Constance, Dr. Moreau’s wife, was Bushnell and her husband, Marshall
wedding of Mrs. Perry's niece, Miss
keen and pointed, never overdone or Bradford, while Miss Bushnell is enAnita Durand, and Wifliam Nealley,
Miss Luella Snow Is guest of Miss over stressed. It can be readily gaged in writing a one-act play for
taking place Thursday, July 28. Miss
1understood why Miss Bushnell re- | him to use on the R.K.O. Circuit this
Durand has frequently visited Mrs. Ruth Rich at Isle au Haut.
mains the favorite of a large follow- coming season. That Thomaston and
Perry and has formed many Rock
Mrs. Frank Simmons returned to j ing of theatrical devotees.
her neighboring towns are cognizant
land friends.
Everett, Mass., yesterday. She was I Miss Casanova, in private life Mrs. of the distinction of having this fine
called here by the death of h e r , Tellegen, -cored a hit in her role, actor give of his talent was plainlv
Mrs. Abbie Hanscom, Mrs. Maynard father, Frederick Sherer, at The {bringing to it a delightful vivacity manifest
last evening in the tribute
Marston and daughter Ruth, and
and pertness as well as vivid beauty of applause.
Mrs. E. B. Ingraham, are guests of Meadows.
of face and figure. She also is an
The Thomaston High School Or
Mrs. B. P. Browne at her cottage at
Bernard U. Adams of Malden, actress with sound background, hav chestra under the direction of Miss
Cooper's Beach for several days.
Mass., is spending his summer vaca ing been with the Theatre Guild pro Alcada Hall rendered delightful music
duction of “Peer Gynt" with Joseph before the play and between the acts.
The Methebesec Club will have an tion in this vicinity, the guest of My- Schildkraut; in George M. Cohan's
“The Constant Wife" is to be pre
outing Tuesday with Mrs. ’Ruth I ron J. Hahn and George L. S t Clair.
production of "Yellow” with Spencer sented in Camden Friday evening,
Ellingw’ood a t her cottage a t Ci aw
Tracy and Chester Morris; leading where indications are th at a crowded
a rd 's Lake. Take basket lunch.
Mrs. George Britto and Mrs. Pearl woman with Sessue Hayakawa in, house will greet the players.
_____
Studley went Tuesday to Stockton
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Blodgett
(Dorothy Leach) of New York have
leased the Mrs. Hervey Allen cottage
at Megunticook Lake for the month
of August. Miss Phronie Johnson is
with them.

Springs, to see Mr. Britto fvho is ill
j there,

Mr. and Mrs. Durant Bowers,
(Marjorie Butler) daughter Marie
Mrs. Florence Ellis of the Central and son Durant, who have been at
._ ,
, , ,
, .
Maine staff is spending a week’s va _
cation with her aunt at Squirrel Great Pond, were guests last week of
Miss Butler, North Main street, and
Island.
are now with relatives and friends In
Miss Maxine Mears of Somerville, j Mrs. Mildred Lord and sister, Mrs. I Winterport.
Mass., is making a Rockland visit, Dorothy Horsley went Saturday by i
B1Vin»nn shadi
Miss^Dorothv motor t0 Ca’pe PorP°ise where they! Carl Kalloch to observe his ninth
Boynton Shadie a 1
• y spent the weekend with their brother birthday entertained Winfield BenThomas of Oliver street.
Fred L. Snow, Jr.
ner, Richard Rising and Jason
Mr and Mrs. Russell Sard of New
York are at the summer home
, , of
Mr. and Mrs. George Tiffany, Xslesboro. Mrs. Sard arrived last week.
stopping enroute at the Copper -Kettie. She was accompanied by nine
servants. Mr. Sard joined her this
weekend, coming up from New York
in his cabin cruiser, the Sacando.

Mrs. E. J. Southard has returned
! from a visit of several weeks with her
, daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor, in
Winthrop, Mass., and is with her son
. j Oshua at Ingraham Hill

Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Estes, accom
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nye of
Swampscott, Mass., left Tuesday for
a motor trip through Nova Sqztia.
Mrs. Ella Five is caring for Mr. and
Mrs. Estes’ sons, Morton and Donald,
during their absence.
Mrs. Boynton Shadie and Dudley
Mears have returned from a visit in
Somerville, Mass., with Mrs. Shadie’s
brother. Clarence Mears.

Mr. m e Mrs. Frank Harding, son
Frank and daughter Emma, accom
panied by Mrs. George B. Davis, mo
tored to Winthrop Sunday to visit |
James Harding and G rant Davis
who are at the Y.M.C.A. Camp there. ;

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
TEL. 993

ROCKLAND

248 M AIN ST.

WEEK-END SPECIALS

Miss Ruth Cobb of St. Louis is ex
pected to arrive about August 1st to
be at her cottage at Cooper’s Beach.
Mrs. Fmma Robbins is confined to
her home on Oliver street by illness,
having been threatened with pneu
monia.
Dr. and Mrs. F. F. Brown and sons
Fletcher and Gardiner arc occupying
a cottage a t Ash Point.
Miss Cleo Drew who has been the
guest of Miss Velzora Look, has re- |
turned to Vinalhaven.

ROASTS STEAKS

CHOPS

N A T IV E V E A L
EXCELLENT Q U A LITY

Phoebe Crosby, well known dra
matic soprano of New York is a t her
former home in Islesboro for the
summer.
___ Charles F. Stevens and
Mrs
daughter Barbara Ann of Danbury,
Conn., who have been guests of Mrs.
Warren O. Feyler in Thomaston, are
now visiting Mrs. Herman C arr in
this city for two weeks.
Robert Allen had as guests last
week a former Portland schoolmate.
Josepn Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Pettingell of
Portland, Mrs. Gladys Pettingeli
Preble and daughter Gloria of In 
dianapolis. Ind., and Miss Dorothy
Kent of Portland, have been guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Wardwell, R an
kin street, for a few days. Mrs. Pettingell and Miss Kent are remaining
for a few days’ visit while the others
are in Hampden.
Pales Circle. Ladies of G.A.R., gave
a card party Monday evening at the
home of Mrs. Jennie Sidellnger,
Head of the Bay. In “63" honors
were won by Mrs. Bernice Jackson
and Mrs. Mary Rogers, and in bridge
by Mrs. William Donahue and Law
rence Herrick.
M
TOrx. a rc Mrs. Edward G. Merrifield
and Miss Helen Merrifield, of Boston,
and their guests. Mrs. Madeline Roth
of Boston and Harry Wilson of New
York, who have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. C. H. Merrifield at their Cooper's
Beach cottage, left by motor Tuesday.
This was Mrs. Roth’s first visit to the
Maine coast, and she became en
raptured with the scenery. “Words
cannot express the beauty of a Maine
shore sunrise or sunset," she re
marked many times during her stay.

A technician of the New York staff
of Dr. William M. Scholl is giving
special demonstrations a t McLain’s
fthoe Si ore today, Friday and Satur
day.—adv.

G enuine SPRING LA M B

1 FORES .C H O PS
lb 23c 1 lb 12c lb 29c
FOWLz
2
3
C
•
BACON
15c
LEGS

FA NCY FRESH

5 to 6 pound average

SU G A R CURED SLICED

Rindless

SMOKED SHOULDERS X
EVAPORATED MILK
VEGETABLES
N ew Potatoes, peck
Celery, bunch
Native Cauliflower
Native St. Beans, 5 qt
Fancy Cukes, 6 for
Tom atoes, 3 lbs

T H E SE N SA T IO N OF 1 9 3 2

A N N U A L JU L Y CLEARANCE
Continues 2 Weeks

STARTS TODAY

DRESS

EV ER Y

N othing H igher than $ 9 .8 5

A s Low as 8 8 c
EV ER Y

Silk or Cotton

COAT

A s Low as $ 4 .0 0
EVERY
A s Low as $ 2 .5 7

Sport or Dress

N othing H igher than $ 1 5 .0 0

S U IT

Wool or Silk

N othing H igher than $ 1 0 .0 0

SHOP F O R ALL YOUR SU M M ER NEEDS NOW A N D SAVE

EVER Y
1

B A TH IN G SUIT

A s Low as $ 1 .0 0

1 or 2 Piece

N oth in g H igher than $ 3 .4 7

Mrs. Lewis Dewar, and Mr. and
Mrs. Everett K. Dewar and son Ever
ett all of Medfield. Mass., are guests
; Thurston, Saturday at his home on thjg week Qf Mr and j^rs Wesley
Outdoor games were
Broadway.
Post, Ingraham Hill.
! played and refreshments included a
birthday cake.
Miss Augusta B. Healey left today
(h .t non Mnnrn k ! for the Christian Science Benevolence
semng the D^wny F l^ e doughnuts SamUrium in Chestnut Hill, Mass..
fresh daily at 25 cents a dozen. whe^e she w,u be employed ft. a few
Munro’s R estaurant—adv.
87-89 weeks_ _

The bridge party given by the
BPW Club Tuesday evening at the
Country Club brought out nine
tables. Honors were won by Miss
SPECIAL!
Harriet Gill of Camden, Mrs. June
Kalloch, Mrs. John O. Stevens, Mrs.
Maud Hallowell, Mrs. Julia Shattuck.
Fried Clams with French
Mrs. Donald Perry, Mrs. Lillian Mc
Fried Potatoes, 35c
Rae, Mrs. Avis Brazier of Thomaston,
G. E. LEWIS’ CAFE
Mrs. J. C. Cunningham and Miss
Thelma Llnscott of Thomaston. 090 Main Street
Rockland
Rooms To Let by Day or Week
Ices and cake were served.

George Harvey and bride have
apartments at The Lauriette. Mrs.
Harvey is an Englishwoman, a
graduate of Oxford University and
an expert translator in three lang- '
uages.

f

C U T L E R ’S

I Mrs. Edward Wiswall and daughter
Martha of Wellesley, Mass., are
i making a visit of several weeks with
Mrs. Wiswall’s parents, Governor and
Mrs w T Cob£ Talbot avenue
Rev. B. P. Browne accompanied by
j Herman M. Hart and other guests are
Ion a motor trip to Quebec.

TH E G REATEST M ONEY-SAVING EVENT

b

lb 13c
3 ca n s 1 7 c
FRUITS

29c
17c
19c
25c
25c
25c

Pears, dozen
Cantaloupes, 3 for
Bananas, 4 lbs.
Apples,
3 lbs
Oranges, dozen
Native Cabbage, lb.

35c
29c
19c
19c
39c
2c

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Foote and
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Oscar Foote
of Mystic, Conn., are guests oT Mr
I and Mrs. C. Morgan Foote a t Olen1cove.
Mrs. John Geddes and son Harry
Of Flushing, L. I. are occupying the i
Sumner Perry cottage at Crescent ■
11 Beach for July and August.

M A K E Y O U R H E A D Q U A R T E R S A T C U T L E R ’S

Klagge-Kroft Manor at South Hope
had as guests the past week, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward F. Berry of Rockland.
I Mr. and Mrs. William G. Cleary of
Brookline, Mass., and George Griffin
of Boston. A number of guests are
expected this week.

369 MAIN STREET

Mrs. Mary B. Newell of New York
is the guest of Mrs. A. S. Littlefield. with Dr. and Mrs. T. C. Ashworth.
Talbot avenue.
On her return she was accompanied
by Miss Anne Ashworth and Charles
A PIANO RECITAL
Ashworth.
Rev. Ernest Lmton Mcllvane of
Pupils Of Miss Lamb Display Prog New Jersey preached at the Congre
ress.—Talented Young Reader
gational Church Sunday evening
Those who braved the severe storm
Nine piano pupils of Miss Mabel to attend, were well repaid as they
Frances Lamb presented a most listened to a brilliant address.
creditable recital in the Universalist Music was furnished by the Heiser
vestry recently. An admiring audi family of Boston and Bremen.
ence was very proud of them and had
H. E. Wentworth has sold his house
special praise for Dorothy Sherman,
a pupil of Irm a L. Fickett. whose on Main street to Rev. William Muir
readings demonstrated the excellent of Greene, who with his family will
: instruction she has received. The reside there. Mr. and Mrs. Went
worth will soon move to the house on
program:
the western side of the river owned
Jack Frost March—Processional
by Clifford Winchenbach.
The Bumble Bee
"Bumble Bee—Bzz—Bzz—Bzz
There will be a cake and candy
On The Tree—Bzz—Bzz—Bzz
sale at the Library Saturday after
Dc not frighten or sting me
Fly right by to the sky
noon and evening.
Bz—zz—z—Little Bumble Bee"
The annual picnic of Wiwurna
Romantic March—Original Compositions
Chapter, was held in Bremen Tues
Dorothy Sherman
I Butterfly .............................................Merkel day at the summer home of the
Elfin Dance ...................................... Jensen worthy matron, Mrs. S. H. Weston.
Elfin Dance ...................................... Grieg
Watchman's Song ........................... Grieg There was a large number of mem
Dorothy Sherman
bers and guests present. Picnic din
J Duos—Morris Dance .......................... Gest ner was served a t noon.
Punch and Judy ................. Lemont
There will be a meeting of the G ar
Dorothy Sherman. Frances Marsh
Moonlight Waltz
den Club Tuesday of next week at the
Hunting Song .... Original Compositions camp of Mrs. Thomas Stenger at
Firebrands ......................................... Loth
Martin's Point.
David Curtis
Duo—Little Joy Bird ....................... Brett
Miss Lois Hagerman is chaperone
Billy East. Miss Lamb
Whimsical Waltz ...................... Goodrich for a party of girls at the Richards'
j Russian Romance ............................. Frlml camp, Martin’s Point, this week.
Madelyn Rawley
They are Barbara Benner, Betty
Cuckoo ....................................
Perfleld
Mocking ......................................... Pertield Stahl, Barbara Lovejoy, Evelyn Love
. Jumping Up .................................... Abbott joy, Millicent Burnes, Shirley Burnes
Madeline Munro
and Jane Rider.
Duo—Avalanche ................................. Heller
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Coombs of China
Dorothy Howard. Geraldine Norton
| Readings—How Maude Kept Watch ...... were guests Sunday of Mrs. Jennie
! ................................................ Workman Benner a t Kaler's Corner.
Eight O'clock ....... ......._... widdemere
William Doe is in Windsor visiting
Dorothy Sherman
Wake Up ............... Orlgnlal Composition his son George for two weeks.
Caprice ........................................ Goodrich
Norma Havener
Duo—Spanish Gipsy Dance ...... Decevee
Madelyn Rawley. Frances Marsh
Narcissus ...........
Nevln
King's Jester ...................................... Loth
David C urtis

| Duo—Glldlng .......................
Carter
Norma Havener. Dorothy Howard
Laughing Rainbow. Original Composition
Fur Ellse .................................... Beethoven
Feather Dance .................... „........ Ducelle
Madelyn Rawley
Prelude ........................................... Chopin
Oriental Dance ................................... Loth
Frances Marsh
Duo—In the Ball Room .............. Schytte
Dorothy Howard. Madelyn Rawley
1Chasing Fireflies ........................... Hopson
I
Billy East
Duo—Danse Moderne .................. Dennee
David Curtis, Miss Lamb

Winfield Benner
Bowley were ushers.

and

TODAY
JULY
ROCKLAND
A IR PO R T

21
IRCUS

3

W A L D O BO R O

I Joshua N. Southard of Rockland
visited friends in town Tuesday.
P R IV A T E L E S SO N S
Mr. and Mrs. Sigmund Susman of
Mr. and Mrs. George Bradford of
French, German, Latin, English
Allston, Mass., are among the latest Stamford. Conn., recent spent several
days at The Spruces.
Mrs. Eduard Robinson, C ornell Grad.
arrivals at Sagamore.
Dr. Ethel Crie of Thomaston was Edward S. Robinson, Ph. D. Harvard
Hiram Labe spent Sunday with his
48 M ain Street,
Thomaston
j in town Tuesday.
daughter in Waldoboro.
81’ThS85
Arthur Spear Jr., of Brookline,
Henry Wilcox and Miss Adelane
F etrich of Belfast were visitors of Mass., is visiting his parents Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. William Gilchrest at j Mrs. Arthur Spear.
their cottage Sunday.
Frank C. Foster sailed lor Europe
Miss Madeline Sears and Miss Alice Tuesday on the S. S. Leviathan.
Jones cl Newton, Mass., are guests
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Y. Houghton
of Mrs. Donald Flinchbaugh at and son James are visiting Mrs.
Spruceholm.
James Spear at Davis Point.
Mrs. Carl Gray of Omaha, Neb.,
Miss Jean Leitch and Sydney H.
Pollard of Dorchester, Mass., are in will speak at the Baptist Church
town and will be guests at Gull Rock Sunday at 11.45, standard. The
Farm for the present week.
Methodist and
Advent Sunday
Ernest Maloney of Port Clyde schools are invited to attend the
visited his parents Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas and tw o !
children of Quincy, Mass., are occu- I It begins to look as if the Five-Year
pying the Rivers cottage for the Plan might succeed in about two or
three hundred years. Mobile Press
month of July.
Register.
Mrs. Fannie Morse is ill.
Rev. Peter P. B. Franklin of Thom 
aston called on Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Maloney Sunday.
Miss Georgie Young goes this week
to Magee Island where she has em 
H e w as a p r i z e
ployment for the summer.
A Paramount Publlx Theatre
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Williams, i
fig h te r w h o d id
Eloise and Eleanor Williams and Miss j
FRI.-SAT.
Elizabeth Vinal of Thomaston and i
his best w o r k in
Miss Victoria Curry of R ockland! A DtAMA O f POWEB ANO
PURPOSE I N A ,
were visitors at A. W. Maloney's last
the clinches.
Thursday evening.
Miss Sarah Dodge and Miss
Priscilla Dodge of Somerville, Mass.,
J A M E S
are among the latest arrivals a t the
Davol cottage.
Mrs. Lawrence Lufkin and Mrs.
Lettie Lufkin of Rockland were guests
of Mrs. Olive Barter at Jam es
Seavey's Sunday.
Miss Elizabeth J. Parker of P o rt
land, Miss Dorothy Bradshaw, Miss
I Edna Merritt, Mrs. Eunice Trues' dale, Miss Helen Svedman and Miss
j Delores Rodriguez, all of Boston, and
Mr. and Mrs. George Tinker of Provii dence, a!' of whom are pupils of H.
J Wellington Smith of New York city,
u lt/l
are being entertained at the latter's
S
PE N U R .
i summer home here.

P L E A S A N T PO IN T

PAR

E

DUNN

SOCIETY
G IR 1
TRACY

FR IEN D SH IP

Virginia

Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey have re
turned from Surry. They Were ac
companied by Miss Elsie Maunder
and Miss Eugenia Withee of New
port.
Mrs. Alice Cousens, who has been
at her home here two weeks, has re
turned to Union.
Mr. and Mrs. George Thomson and
family of Convent, N. J., are at their
summer home at Back Cove.
Miss Margaret Ashworth of St
Johnsbury, Vt., passed the weekend

Y O U ARE A L W A Y S WELCOME
NEXT TO TR AIN ER’S R E STA U R A N T

11 >

. i j o

o

t i s

u rt" I

PR E-W A R PRICES

A D U LTS 50c
CHILDREN 25c
Tickets On Sale Today at
Corner Drug Store

Miss Flora Wallace is visiting Miss
Bernice Lermond in Lincolnville.
Capt. Josiah Poland and Stanley
Poland recently made a round trip to
Portland with 4000 pounds of lobster for Trefethern's in the smack
Thelma.
Mrs. Carl E. Dartt, Miss Audrey
D artt and Paul Leyshon returned to
Stamford. Conn., Wednesday after
visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bossa for
a week.
Miss Mabel Huntley has arrived at
her summer home here.
Ramon Novarro and Madge Evans
will feature in "Huddle” at the Play
house Saturday. Dancing will follow.
Mrs. Charles T. Smalley and Mrs

,
|
,
I
I

PEG G Y
im> n t C M U M
HUMAN WKfCXACCUYCSATTHCMIKY
o tn iT U fM H in u s
HOPTH ATLANTIC■lOVfTOHN ASUNDHt
HYA M A W i W IT.

SHANNON
NOW SHOWING
“STATE’S ATTORNEY”
with
JOHN B A R R Y M O R E

A Paramount Publix Theatre

TODAY
KAY FRANCIS
DAVID MANNERS
In
“MAN WANTED"

All Shows on Daylight Time
2.00, 6.45. 8.45
Continuous Saturdays 2.15 to 10.45

P a g e E ight

R ockland C o u rier-G a zette, T h u r sd a y , July 2 1 , 1 9 3 2

E v e r y -O th e r -D a /

i FA VO RS PA RO LE LAW

DEM OCRATS IN MEETING

W ard en T h u rsto n Talks To
I
B angor R otarians A bout
th e Prison
,

C ounty Committee Session Attended B y 200— T ext of
Candidate Moran’s Address
Foreign War Debts
W hat had been intended by the gations were standing in their way.
Democrats to be simply a county What did they do? They immediate
committee meeting turned into an ly started a campaign for a mora- !
torium, with the ultimate purpose of
informal rally at the City Council cancellation of the debts. Our inter
rooms Tuesday night and it is esti national bankers want to put the
mated that 200 were present. The debts due them ahead of the debts
only mote in the eye of the unterri- i due the Government of the United
fled Democratic mule was the absence i Statea; „Amlds? “J*1 t*}il . cla’? or .f°r
, , , „
„
cancellation of the debts due the
of L. J. Brann, Democratic nominee . American people, we hear no suggesfor governor who telephoned a t the tion, that the private debts due our
last moment that he was unable to international bankers should be can 
celled! In the face of unanswerable
get there.
M ! ar8uments, the moratorium was put
State committeeman vCharles
na i
ra. oyer on the American people because
Richardson presided over the gath- , of invisible government—the unholy ‘
cring. the speaking portion of which alliance of Republican leadership and
embraced remarks by County Attor- I Wal1 street.
My position is clear. I am opposed
ney Ensign Otis, City Solicitor E. W.
to the cancellation of one red cent of
Pike and ex-Senator Obadiah G ard the war debts due us. I am opposed
ner, climaxed by the address of E. C. to the moratorium granted by pres
ent Congress. I believe we should be
Moran Jr., candidate for Congress.
At the close of the public meeting Just to our own people before we
the county committee met in execu are generous to the people of Europe.
The present Congressman repre
tive session.
senting this District holds views
• ♦*•
diametrically opposite to mine. He [
voted for this moratorium. He voted
Candidate Moran said in part:
One of the most important prob for it knowing that it would mean
lems now facing the American peo placing a quarter of a million dollars |
ple is the question of our foreign of new taxes on the American people
debts.
j this year to replace that amount of
During the World War our Federal income lost by the moratorium. Or.
Government borrowed money from account of his vote for the morathe people of America by issuing Lib- torium, he was obliged to vote for
erty Loan Bonds, and in turn loaned many of the new additional taxes we
huge sums to foreign governments to now have. Every time you pay the
carry on the war and to rehabilitate ' new taxes on postage, bank checks ;
their several countries after the close electric energy, theatre admissions.!
of the war.
gasoline, etc.. Just remember t h a t '
Shortly after the World War the , $252,000,000 of new taxes could and
American Government created a Debt j would have been avoided if the mora- j
Funding Commission to adjust these torium had been refused,
foreign loans. By that adjustment, j
« ...
we scaled down the debts based on
This is no campaign of personalicapacity to pay. We cancelled 75% of ties. Congressman Nelson and I repItaly's debt, 54% of Belgium's, 53% of resent entirely different schools of
the French debt, and 20% of the political thought. He is an able and
British debt. We reduced the total sincere advocate of his own views
of the debts from $12,008,000,000 to and beliefs. These citizens who agree
$5,800,000,000, thereby cancelling over with his viewpoint and are satisfied
$6,000,000,000. We cancelled in effect with his record in Congress, including
every dollar borrowed by foreign gov- his vote for the moratorium, should
ernments during the war, and agreed ! vote to return him to office, and thus
that they need repay only the money j vindicated he will vote for another
they borrowed after the armistice! moratorium next December and for
This was unexampled generosity on more new taxes on that account next
our part, because since the American year. Make no mistake about it; '
Government itself borrowed the when the foreign debt payments come
money it loaned abroad, the Ameri due again, this December, there will
can taxpayer must pay this $6,000.- be demand for another moratorium
and I assume Congressman Nelson
000,000 cancelled.
• «• •
will be consistent enough to vote
Despite this debt cancellation of again for a further moratorium.
On the other hand, a way is open
over 50%, a propaganda campaign
was started in this country for can to those citizens who disagree with
cellation of the remainder of the deb*. Congressman Nelson Those citizens
It was urged that these debts con who agree with me that the mora
stituted a hopeless burden on foreign torium was a terrific mistake, dictat
countries, thereby retarding world ed by the international bankers and
economic recovery. But in answer to ■Put across on the American people by ,
that it was pointed out that the an- , the invisible government th at now j
nual payments on their debts con- | controls the Republican leadership in
stituted only 1%% of the budget of j this country; those citizens who fe e l1
Italy. 2% of the budget of Belgium.! that the time has come when a new
3% of the budget of France, and 4% i policy, distinctly American, must be
of the budget of Great Britain. Con- followed; those citizens who feel that [
sidcring the budgets of these nations America needs a change in its naas a whole, it is clear that the debts j tional administration, have a weapon
due us are too slight a proportion to i in their hands with which to strike a
justify the claim that they are un- telling blow. On September 12 the
duly burdensome. Furthermore, not voters of the Second Maine Congresone dollar of even these small per- sional District will go to the ballot
ccntages has yet been paid by the boxes and decide. Think carefully;
taxpayers of Italy, Belgium, France decide wisely; carry with you to your
or England; they have collected an- respective voting places the high and
nually from Germany in reparations solemn purpose of voting for what is
more than they have paid us on their best for America.
,
debts.
Nevertheless the agitation to can
NO PO L IT IC A L T IN G E
cel these debts still continues, but in
a more subtle form. In June 1931 a !
------propaganda campaign was started in Shakespeare Believed In a
this country to bring about a mora
torium; that is, not require the
S quare Deal For All, Said
foreign nations to pay the $252,000,000
Prof. Baker
they owed us in December 1931. That
campaign was started by President
Hoover; he stated in a message to
"Shakespeare's democracy had no
Congress that it was done by his political tinge." Prof. Harrv T Baker
initiative. It was like a bolt out of a of Goucher College told the Woman's
blue sky.
Educational Club at Tuesday night's
picnic in the Babcock cottage at
When the present Congress con Glencove. “Like Theodore Roosevelt
vened last December, President Hoov he believed in a square deal for all
er asked that his moratorium pro classes and individuals.
posal be approved. The fight began
“He drew his minor characters wdth '
The issue was clearly drawn. It was as much sympathy as he drew his
pointed out repeatedly in Congress kings and princes; ThOmas Jeffer
th a t the debts had been reduced 50% son's opinion, ‘The will of the ma- i
to the entire satisfaction of the jority is the natural law of society,'
foreign nations; that they had been is not Shakespearean, however.
paying us regularly each year, that Shakespeare’s gospel is probably ac
not a single foreign nation had pro curately expressed by Henry V:
posed or asked for any moratorium; 'Every subject's duty is the king's; |
th a t if Congress voluntarily deferred but every subject’s soul is his own.’
this payment it would have to replace
“A good critic has said th a t it is
th a t source of income by placing impossible to imagine Shakespeare as
$252,000,000 of new additional taxes an adherent of any creed, party or
on the American people this year; social system. His disinterested por
th a t it was unwise to re-open the trayal of human nature is democracy
m atter of the debts, as a moratorium in its truest meaning. Shakespeare
would raise hopes abroad th a t the makes the world safe, not for de
mocracy alone, but for humanity.
debts would be cancelled.
I t was demonstrated that the Allies He anticipates some of the best ele
indebted to us could very easily meet ments of our present-day democracy
the annual payments due the United while avoiding all of the worst. He
States on account of war debts if they has the sanity which self-conscious
would reduce their military and naval democrats like Walt Whitman do not
ABE USED THE FIRST
establishments. As long as Italy can possess.”
spend $322,000,000 annually for arm a
Bathtubs Did Not Come Into the
ment, she can pay us only $14,000,000 A— -White House Till Lincoln's Admin
annually as she agreed on her debts;
S U M M E R
V IS IT O R S
istration
as long as France spends $547,000,000
annually for armament, she can pay
Abraham Lincoln holds the dis
Occasionally one hears the re
us the $50,000,000 annually she owes
mark : "I did not see anything in
tinction of being the first President
on her debt; as long as G reat Britain
The Courier-Gazette about my
can spend $608,000,000 annually for
of the United States to splash his way
guests.” A little reflection will
armament, she can pay us the $159,to cleanliness in a White House b ath 
show
the
impossibility
of
ob
000,000 annually she owes us on her
tub, the first bathtub having been in 
taining the names of all summer
war debt. Certainly just so long as
stalled in the White House during his
visitors who come to Rockland
those foreign nations can and do
presidency.
in July and August. The paper
spend such terrific sums on arma
This is one of the interesting facts
desires to note such arrivals (the
ment, they can and should pay their
set forth in a report issued by Swart,
guests themselves look for it),
debts to the people of America.
Brent Ac Co., New York City, special
and to this end asks its readers
These arguments were so clear, so
ists in water works securities, in
to send in such items, either di
logical, so convincing, that the
which it is pointed out th at the
rectly to the office, or to the
American people were amazed that
per capita consumption of water in
society reporter, Mrs. Gladys
President Hoover should suggest this
Morgan, Whose telephone num 
the United States is now three or
moratorium, and even more surprised
ber is 794. Social events as well
four times the consumption of other
to see Congress ratify it.
as arrivals and departures are
countries. In small towns of Eng
W hat was the real purpose behind
desired.
land. the per capita consumption is
this moratorium? Since the war our i j
usually only 20 or 30 gallons of water
international bankers have loaned «•■
per day, but in the United States the
enormous sums of money to European '
use of water, even in small communi
Mrs. Gabbins—“Here is an inter ties, is not less than 50 gallons per
nations. They loaned this money
with their eyes wide open. They esting article on 'What a Woman day. In New York City, with a popu
knew these national debts existed. Should Weigh.’ ”
lation of 6.000,000, the daily consump
Husband—“Does it, by any chance, tion of water approaches 900,000,000
They loaned it purely for private
gain. They loaned their money all mention her words?"—London Opin- gallons, or 150 gallons per person.
over Europe, and when Europe be- j ion.
came hard up these bankers wanted
-----------------Modern symbols of material suc
to get their money back; they want“Her clothes are cut by the best cess: An ocean-going yacht; a fleet of
ed to be certain it would be repaid; people in town."
fast cars; an armed guard for your
they saw that the Government obli"And so is she."—Sydney Bulletin. children.—Chicago Daily News.
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Very strong endorsement of the
Maine parole law was given by War
den Raymond E. Thurston of the
j Maine Slate Prison, who addressed
] the Bangor Rotary Club as guest
speaker. Wardian Thurston declared
the statute to be one of the best bits
of legislation ever enacted and said
that the parole system and indeter
minate sentence tends to rehabilitate
the prisoners, to bring out anything
I of-good that they may have in them
and to aid in readjusting inequalities
J of law. In answer to a query, Warj den Thurston said that less than five
I per cent of the convicts released' on
parole seriously transgressed the con
ditions of the parole.
As a matter of fact, Warden Tliurs! ton remarked, there are not very
i many really bad men in the ThomI aslon institution, perhaps 35 of the
285 present population, deserving a
’ place in such category. Most of the
prisoners arc ordinary fellows, who
committed the offense for which they
are being punished In a moment of
i rage, while drunk or because of sud
den Impulse.
Mr. Thurston described the worlcj ings of the prison in an interesting
manner. The men are fed a t an
. average cost of about 25 cents a day
i and the food given is wholesome and
i satisfactory, as shown by menus
1distributed. Every effort is m ale to
| keep the men employed and a t the
present time about 70 per cent of the
convicts are kept at work at some
trade or on the farm. Occupation
on the farm is desired by the con
victs and is something in the nature
of reward for good conduct. At pres
ent harness are being made at the
, prison, this being a new venture
added to the previous routine labor.
There is expectation of considerable
manufacture later for the various
state institutions.
There is very little trouble a t the
prison, the convicts as a rule being
orderly and not much occasion exists
for special •punishment xbeyond re
moval of privileges from" the refrac
tory. The men have baseball and
football teams and a recreation
I ground.
Since the erection of the new build
ings, Maine has a prison establish
ment that in Its physical equipment
compares very favorably with those
of most states, Mr. Thurston stated.
The warden concluded with a cordial
invitation for Bangor Rotarians to
visit the prison although remarking
i that the institution is rather over
crowded at the present time.
The address was informal and In
structive and at its conclusion Mr.
Thurston answered many questions
regarding the institution and its con
d u ct—Bangor Commercial.
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CAUGHT TWO WOLFFISH

Denizens Of the Deep Have Other
Names. Catfish Being In the List
Thanks to the skill of Charles York
of Boothbay Harbor, the big Shedd
Aquarium in Chicago has two wolf
fish. I t seems that over the portals
of the entrance to the. splendid build
ing are the carven heads in stone of
two wolffish.
Doubtless the sculptor selected this
fish as suitable for an aquarium or
nam ent because they have such strik
ingly ugly heads. As a matter of fact
the mouth is armed with a set of
teeth more formidable than those ol
any fish to be found in the Gulf of
Maine except the sharks. It has sev
eral distinct rows of teeth. Although
there is no reason for supposing that
the wolffish ever attacks other fish.
It snaps like a bulldog and with good
aim, at anything in its way—one's
hands, an oar, or at fish among which
it may be thrown. So serious a bite
can it inflict that the wise fisher
man immediately knocks It on the
head before lifting it aboard
Charles York, a Boothbay fisher
man, rigged up a special drag and was
successful in securing in good condi
tion two large wolffish. These were
Eight thousand Chinese were killed taken to the special tank car which
at Shanghai. T h at should teach them is fitted much like the Bureau of
to buy more Japanese goods —Rich Fisheries cars for transporting fishes
mond News-Leader.
' alive. So. too, did the hatchery offi

The following story was written
by a young school girl of Appleton
who vouches for ite veracity.
Last spring a male and fen.ale
swallow were searching for a place
to build their nest. They happened
to decide on the chimney of our
house. As the chimney was one that
is not used in summ er it made an
ideal place, so Mr. and Mrs. Swallow
thought.
Time passed and soon we noticed
there were young swallow^ flying
about. Then one day a flutter was
heard In the chimney and the stove
pipe. At first no one paid any atten
tion to it, but the second day it
sounded very loud and finally one of
the family opened the little trapdoor
under the stove hearth used for
cleaning out the accumulation of soot
and out flew a young swallow. It was
very black but quite strong. It would
not eat crumbs b ut was very eager
for water. After a few minutes he
was caught and taken out of doors
where he quickly took to his wings
and flew away. W hat a tale he will
have to tell to his grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.
Linnibel

M O R E N A M ES W A N T E D

cials supply many specimens of other
BEEF EATERS SQUINT
varieties as it has been making col
lections for its own summer aquarium But Prospects Are That They Will
which is now open. The wolffish are
Continue To Take a Chaiire
known to our fishermen as catfish
and find a ready market as an excel
The squinting habit is more com
lent food fish under the name of mon with large eyes than with small,
ocean white fish.
so if vou want to avoid a squint don't
eat meat, which is thought to en
ON THE DECLINE
large the eyeball, says M. J. Julian
Fewer Marriages In Maine Last Year, Iof the Better Vision Institute. The
But Fewer Divorces Also
surest remedy, of course, is to wear
tinted lenses, he added.
Fewer marriages were performed in
“A principal cause of squinting, is
Maine in 1931 than 1930, but the per the glare from sunlight,” says Mr.
centage of decrease was exceeded by Julian. “Large eyes are more ex
that of the decline In divorces.
posed io sunlight, and require more
The bureau of census of the Depart protection in heavy glares. Squint
ment of Commerce reported 6232 ing is the natural way to obtain this
weddings in the Pine Tree State last protection. On the average, the eyeyear.
3.2 per cent less than two bails of men are larger than those of
years ago, when 6438 were reported. women, and there Is more squinting
The number of divorces, however, among them. Since they are usually
was only 1342 as compared with 1476. abroad in the sunlight more than
a decline of 9.1 per cent.
women, they are doubly in need of
For the entire United States the tinted lenses to protect their eyes."
decline in the number of marriages In spite of their heavy meat diet. Mr.
was 6 1 per cent and in the number ot Julian noted. Eskimos have unusually
divorces 4.1 per cent.
small eyes. Snow glare has caused
The number of marriages in Maine a continual squint, and this has made
in 1931 was 7.8 for every 1000 resi their eyes small.
dents; in the entire country the num
ber was 8.5 for every 1000. The num
“Were you one of the many fooling
ber of divorces was 1.68 per 1000 with the stock market?"
population, compared with 149 for
“Not me, I was serious, the m ar
the entire country.
ket did the fooling."—Stray Bits.

i
_____
In the recent National Council of
Women signature campaign, only a
small percentage of Rockland’s quota
1of 275 names for the BPW was ob
tained. This is a matter of regret to
the club officers and members who
have the success of the organization
closest at heart, as each name rep
resents one-half cent credit for the
club's treasury.
The object of the campaign Is to
secure 1,000.000 signatures to petitions
addressed to foreign governments
asking them to send representative
women to this country for the In ter
national Congress to be held in Chi
cago, July 16-22, 1933, during the
; Century of Progress Exposition.
Petitions are in all Postal TelegraphCable Company offices which have
been designated as registration head
quarters. Any woman, whether a
member of the BPW Club or not, may
sign "one of these petitions, crediting
her signature to the organization in
question. It costs nothing to sign,
and takes only a minute's time. I t
will not only help the BPW Club but
will let the National Council of Wom
en know that Rockland has a large
number of representative women ln. tcrested in progressive activities.
Bear these two facte in mlnd--petl! tions are to be found in the J*ostal
j Telegraph office, and any woman
' may sign.

W O R K A M O N G PU PIL S
Public H ealth N urse S ubm its
a R eport of V ery M uch
Im portance
Mils Eliza J. Steeic, public health
! nurse, has submitted this report to
i Supt. E. L. Toner, covering school
work that was done from September
1931, to June, 1932:
For sub-primary and first 6ix
grades: Examined — 1255; defective
teeth, 662; defective throats, 249;
vision, 36; corrections—teeth, 406;
throats, 32 by operations, and cewen
by physicians; vision, 28.
For Junior High School: Examined
—253; defective teeth, 135; defective
throats, 26; defective vision, 13; cor
rections—teeth, 39; throats, 2; vis
ion, 6.
For High School: Examined--400;
defective teeth. 159; defective throats,
24; defective vision, 17; corrections—
, teeth, 67; throats, 1; vision, 8.
Visits to schools, 318; sanitary In
spection of buildings and grounds, 12;
parent consultation, 214; class room
talks, 154.
In all grades except High School,
the pupils were weighed each month,
and measured twice during the year.
High School pupils were weighed and
i measured twice during the year.
Because of illness of the nurse actual
school work did not begin until No
vember, therefore the decrease in
class room talks from last year.
\ 11
___

STO N IN G TO N
On Saturdays only, beginning July
23, excursion rates from the island to
Rockland and return will be one fare
plus 25 cents. Tickets good for date
of sale only.—adv.
86-87
You can now purchase gnus as los
as $200 apiece, but even at that figuri
no gnus will be good gnus to us —Bos
ton Herald,

